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DENVER ROBBED OF ITS RIGHTS, THE SUPREME COURT APPROVES

democratic

J

LEAGUE HAS

IN THE

NOW BEGUN

PROVED

DEVELOPED

PHOENIX

THE

Non Partisan
Whole Country-T- he
League Was Formed and
Is In the Field.
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 7. The farce
of a Joint meeting of the central
committees of the democratic and republican parties, came off In Phoenix,
Saturday, as had been arranged, and
the cut and dried program was put
through. This was done In the dem
ocratic central committees at once
in fact, the
and without trouble.
democratic proceedings were for all
the world like a school boy rehearsing
a part which had been drilled Into
him. The reason for this was that
the members of the democratic com
had
mittee who favored statehood
been informed that they would not be
permitted to occupy their seats. So
they did not attend, and the copper
colored and railway tarred delegates
had it ail their own way. However,
It was developed that fully 25 per
cent of the democratic central
The
favor joint statehood.
democrats appointed a committee of
three to act with a similar committee appointed by the republican committee, to conduct the fight against
statehood. When they had done this
and called the democratic territorial
convention to meet in Bisbee, September ti, there was nothing more for
them to do, and they adjourned. When
they learned that the
resolution offered by 'the republicans
had met with unexpected opposition,
and passed only by a vote of 35 to
evidently became
15, the democrats
alarmed and passed no resolution on
.the subject.
The' republican central committee
had not such smooth sailing, for notwithstanding Governor Kibbey, like E.
J3. Elllnwood, had labored inriiistrious-i- y
to get proxies before his purpose
was understood, and had so well
that his secretary held fifteen
proxies, yet it was soon demonstrated
that the committee stood 18 for statehood to 32 against It.
Among the statehood republicans
were such men as Col. Alien T. Bird
of Nogales, Frank Dysant of Graham,
O. M. Gaddis of Mojave, Thomas Mal-lo- y
of Yuma, Capt. John T. Hogue of
St. Johns, Hon. J. L. Hubbell of Gan-adand men of that character and
standing sufficient to raise the number
to eighteen. These proved a thorn In
the flesh of the antis during the whole
day. The committee refused to
Hoosevelt, appointed a committee of three to act with the democrats,
in the fight for statehood, selected
Bisbee as the place and September (i
as the time for holding the republican
(territorial convention, agreed to a division of candidates for the statehood convention, with the democrats,
and then adjourned, after a whole clay
of hard and disagreeable labor on the
part of the majority, which majority
was largely composed of proxies.
The chief event of the republican
committee's meeting was the resignation of Governor Kibbey as chairman.
He gave as his reason that the campaign might place him In a position
where the duties of chairman and
governor would conflict.
The general opinion is that the cause of his
resignation came from the opposition
of the corporations. His tirade against
them and demand that the coming
campaign against statehood must be
held as subordinate to the campaign
against corporation tax dodging, cer- tainly gave color to the last opiniou.
The governor showed his inconsistency in demanding greater taxation
for the corporations and yet Joining
with them in the fight against statehood when the corporations all know
that opposition to statehood by the
corporations is that they will not be
able to dodge taxes iu a state as they
do in the territory.
But the greatest event of the day
and one of the most Important iu the
history of Arizona, took place after
the convention had adjourned. It was
then that the joint statehood delegates of Apache, Navajo. Mohave,
Graham, Santa Cruz, Plnia and Yuma
counties resolved themselves into an
organization with Gen. T. F. Wilson
O.
M. Gaddis,
of Pima, president;
treasurer; and Hon. Chas. T. Hoff as
secretary.
General Wilson is a republican, Mr. Hoff is a democrat. An
executive committee of one from each
county was agreed upon, to be divided
liet ween the two parties
The name
of the organization is the Joint Statehood
of Arizona.
A consensus of the meeting showed
that there is plenty of material in
every county to organize a strong and
league. It was decided that
apgres-iv- e
each county name a vice president,
to work in harmony with General
Wilson at headquarters, at Tucson.
1'ima county.
A strong c'uli has already been organized at Phoenix, and clubs will be
organized in every city in the territory.
The fuht is growing re hot.
com-nutl-
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FRANDENVER. COLO.. AUG. 7 HOW $50,000,000 WORTH
OF
CHISES WERE STOLEN, AND HOW THE SUPREME COURT SAVES
THEM TO THE THIEVES. IS THE LATEST CHAPTER IN THE SHAMEFUL STORr OF CORPORATION CONTROL OF THE CITY AND STATE.
WILL RESENT
UPON THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PEOPLE
THE ENCROACHMENT UPON THEIR RIGHTS DEPENDS THE FUTURE
HISTORY OF THE STATE.
Denver has a new charter whlc'ii, 'elals.was thrown in its favor. Every!
pressure or banks upon busi-- :
though framed by the corporations, indirect
ness men was used. The whole syswas lauded as a weapon of defense tem of finance and business was aragainst gritting councils. The peo- rayed against, tne men and women
ple are supposed to deal with the cor- who desired to save the clty'g uirth-- j
porations dirtct when franchises are right and not bind Its future against
involved. The charter provides that possible public ownership of Its utilibefore any franchise can be granted, ties.
Packing the Tax List.
it shall be submitted to an election.
In spite of its advantage the ma-- j
The Joker In the provision Is the iimit
upon suffrage. Upon a francnise ques chine staggered.
Canvasses showed
are that 2,000 more votes would be nearer
tion only taxpaying citizens
;than It could figure on.
given a voice.
A tax receipt decision by that court
"This llm..s the consideration to
the stable portion of the communty," of appeals made a way.
On the day before the election the
announced the framers of the section,
which cut off from any voice those city tax receiver's books were turned
of all Denver's over to the machine. Gas and tram-- j
who pay seven-tenth- s
vay clerks worked all night making
public service charges.
The provision was loosely drawn, "stahle ' citizens In the "red llgln
purposely. It is believed. Election of- dNtrlct out of disreputable women and
ficials adapted a curbstone Interpreta- their depraved male pensioners, and
tion of the law, ruling that, since toe of criminals, uelatives of public utility
regular registration list, did not Iden- employes were also pressed into sertaxpayers.
tify taxpayers, the possession of a tax vice as
More than 2,ikio tax receipts were
receipt should be the ticket of adissiied over the ruboer stamp signamission to the franchise farce.
ture of the tax receiver who was at
Flogged Into Line.
A vigorous fight against the fran home ill. He afterward died of shame
chise conspiracy was maue by the Mu thn his office had betn so used.
These tax receipts as badges of solid
nicipal Ownership league, led by u.
citizenship were paradoxes. They InS. Senator Patterson.
The machine was busy. Every In- dicated payments of from 4 to 40 cents
fluence of state, county and city offl- - on real estate; fractions of lets In re- -
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WITH
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te.ision of present franchise, with
blanket, provision for sole right
to every street In the city. Prom- ises nothing Tmt $60,000 a year
to the Improvement of parks, by
which It would benefit mostly
through Increased traffic.
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WARMER.

DOES

TEXAS

FLOOD

DAMAGE

GREAT

SIDE IS

IN THAT STATE

There Are 151 Such Cities Confident of Ability to Hold Many- - Drowned. Hundreds
Out as Long as the
in The United States
Houseless. Half Million
Others.
With Debts of
property Swept Away
j

d

o,

en-do- rs

MOKE THAN THE WHOLE
NATIONAL DEBT TODAY

STRIKERS ARE SAID TO
TRAINS ARE CUT OFF
NUmdLK r ULLY 30.000
AND WIRES ARE DOWN

Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. The
census bureau today Issued a bulletin of statistics for 1904, on cities
having a population of over .10,000.
The cities covered numbered 151. Of
these New oik held the largest laud
area, 209,218 acres. The total corporate expenditures of the 151 cities for
the fiscal year of 1904, were $554,440,-21of which those of New York constituted $167,000,171, or three-tenth- s.
Though New York has only twice the
population of Chicago, its curent expenses are nearly four times as great.
The total receipts of the cities were
$594,175,998, of which $172,423,858
were for taxes and other revnues, and
$121,752.14') from loans, increasing
indebtedness. Receipts from municipal industries, such as gas and water
works, amounted to $112,28t!,827. The
aggregate debt of the 151 cities at the
close of the year was $1,531, 4(12,655,
and debt, less sinking funds,
or more than
greater than the national debt. The
per capita debt, less sinking funds,
was $56.97.

Aug. 7. President
York,
Stecher, of the Employing lithographers' association, against the members
of which oO.ooo men are on a strike,
toissued the following statement
day:
"We are prepared to continue the
fight six months, and if necessary, a
year. Our members are unanimously
in favor of arbitration and the open
shop."
President Hamilton- - of the Litlio
graphers' association, said:
"We have funds enougli for an
eight months' fight, and the men are
all standing firm."

5,

$1,228,-216,93-

one-four-

3,

th

T
BE FINELY SANITARY
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. By direction of Acting Secretary Oliver the
military secretary has written letters
to the commanding general of each of
the camps of Instruction located in
different parts of the country, as follows: "lu view of the length of
time that the troops will be in camp
and the consequent possibility of tue
outbreak of camp diseases, such as
typhoid fever, dysentery,
malarial
fever, etc., the attention of camp
commanders is called to the ueces- sity for strict enforcement of nieas- tires to prevent si'ch diseases. The
general principles of camp sanitation;
are set forth in the field service reg-ulatious and other manuals, but the
particular rules to lie applied will
vary with the local conditions, which;
make plain the necessity for personal;
study by each camp commander of
the problems iu sanitation arising at
his camp, with a view to their best
o
solution. In malarious districts
netj anil loul nets lionM le
ttios-ciuit-

Used.

CONVENTION

OF HORTICULIN MACON. GA.
Macon. Ga., Aug. 7. A large num- -

TURISTS

iht or horticulturists, floriculturists,
and agriculturists of this state are
assembled here to attend the annual
meeting f the (Jeorgit Horticultural
Society, which has its headquarters
in Augusta.
In connection with the
meeting an interesting and instrucNYE FAMILY HOLD REtive exhibit !m has been arranged,
UNION IN MASSACHUSETTS which is attracting sonsideraMe inSandwich, Mass.. Aug. 7. Several terest.
hundred members of the American
Boston Wool Market Unactive.
brani h of the Nye family met here
Boston, Aug. 7 The wo
today at their annual
family remarket
union. William U Nye, of this ci'y, is Inactive, business seemingly to be
is the host or the occasion. An in- confined to slinlit transfers and to
terest. ng program for the entertain- sampling new offerings, it. Is declared
ment of tb- vis!Mr.g members of the tha no' tnougn ousines's has laen
family Is, :een prepared.
done to stablia the range of prices.
1

-

New

LOOTING

0

BANK III

STRIKE HAS

7.
A special to
from Fort Worth,

St. Louis, Mo., Aug.

the

Post-Dispat-

Tex., says:

persons were d,rowned,
rendered homeless and a
dollars' worth of property destroyed as a result of a flood
in south Texas today, when the Colorado river was forced out of its hanks
by heavy rains.
The death list is
'growing hourlv and it is feared the
worst disaster In Texas since the
Galveston flood has occurred. Relief
trains are cut off, wires are down,
!and the fate of the inhabitants of the
isolated towns is unknown.
Twenty-fiv-

e

hundreds

half-miHl-

ir

at

REACHED

IIS

Worse Even Than Was Walsh And Will Be Called off
night In St. Petersburg
Bank Failure Some
Ago.
Months
and Other Places.
WARRANTS OUT FOR BOTH
PRESIDENT AND CASHIER

Stealing Began Before 1901
That Time It Amounted
to IS250.000.

Polygamous Marriages.

Btep-father-

1

lf

lf

'

S'il":

Wlaterloo. Iowa, Aug. 7. The entire
Interest cf the democratic
ventlon centers In the nomination for
governor, it was announced
that
State Senator" Claude Porter of
has consented to be a candidate and hla district will present his

To-

ARREST OF LEADERS WAS
AID IN REPRESSION

WORK

Workmen Blame Revolutionists
Who Advised Postponement
Till Fall For Strike.

name. Friends of George Ball and
John Denlson also are active.
Fioht Between Factions.
The conservatives
controlled tha
caucuses to choose the committees. la
the fight for the nomination for governor, the
conservatives rallied around
Ball, while the
men who turee JK ars ego, cornered the
convention for Hearst, rallied around
Denlson. The conservatives look ta
Porter as a compromise.
Send Telegram to Bryan.
Chairman Daniel Slgourney was Instructed to cable Vvm. J. Bryan at
Vlnice a message extending greeting
of the Iowa democrats and the Best
wishes for safe Journe yaome.
d

IDAHO DEMOCRATS

ARE
BITTER ON MORMONS
Coeur d'Alene, Idano, Aug. 7.
When the democratic state convention assembled today there was prospect of a fierce fight and bitter personalities. As to the choice of candidates few seem to care. Bryan's endorsement for president is a matler of
course. But the Mormon question will
not down. The platform plank favored by DuBols forces calls tor "extirpation oi polygamy; complete
of church and state," and the
passage of laws forbidding any one to
vote, serve as Juror, or hold" civil office, wba e living in patriarchal, "plural, celestial marriage or who teaches
or advises such marriage. That such
a plank win be adopted is predicted.
sep-t.-tl-

"

Chicago, 111., Aug. 7. President
Paul G. Stenslaud, of the Milwaukee
Avenue State bank, will probably be
i nested us soon as he reaches Chicago, o rcan bo found.
Bank Examiner Jones, who closed the bank
yeisterday, said today that Stenslaud
surely had guilty knowledge of the
looting of the bank. The 22,000 depositors are losing hope of recovering
the $4,200,000 they entrusted to Stena-land- 's
care. Detectives are seeking
Cashier Henry W; Herring, .alleged
embezzler, who Is said to have left
Chicago for Detroit Saturday night,
and is supposed to have gone to Canada.
Cashier Very Big Man.
Messages were sent broadcast over
the country, asking for the arrest of
Herring. Ho Is described as "40 to 45
years old, ti feet 2 Inches tall, 275
pounds, stout build, dark complexion,
chestnut hair, dark brown moustache,
light suit; he Is a good dresser.'"
More Police Provided.
Additional police were today placed
at the bank and Assistant Chief
Schuetter personally took charge of
the force on guard. The call for additional police was caused by the fear
that the depositors und their friends
would storm the bank and precipitate
a riot when the rumors spread that
the contents of some of the safety deposit vaults had been tampered with.
Persons with money In the vaults
were said to have found their savings
gone.
Bank Examiner- - Jones relter
ated his statement that he could give
no estimate of (he amount of the
shortage.
Absconders in Canada.
Tile speculations began before 1901.
At the beginning of that year a shortage of SJ'iOOOO is said to have existed. Theodore Stensland holds a
power of attorney from his father.
President Stenslaud, to dispose of all
his property in order to make good
as far as possible the peculations.
Members of the clearing house com-ii- i.
me expressed the belief that both
Stenslaud and Herring are now in
Canada.
Judge BtetaiKi of the superior court
today appointed John C. Fetzer as receiver for the closed bank.
Warrant for Stensland.
The court fixed the bond of receiver
i.
on complaint of Bank
at ll.iiiin,
Examiner Jones, Justice Stevenson
issued a warrant for the arrest of
President Stensland, on the charge of
receiving deposits after he knew the
bank was insolvent. The description
of Steuland, sent broadcast, says he Is
years old, 5 feet 9 or 10
"about
Inches tall, blue eyes, about 200
pounds, stout build, light complexion."
He formerly wore a beard, but Is
probably now smooth shaven.
--

"
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ti'I-de-

Idaho Is Greatly Excited Over tn
Question of Mormonlsm and

Cen-tervill- e,

CONCLUSION

RELIEF COMES TO NEW
YACHT CLUB RACE FOR
YORKERS FROM HEAT;
New York, Aug. 7. There was some
relief today from the excessive heat
which prevailed over New York the
THE A8T0R CUP
last three days. Thunderstorms and
lower temperature are predicted to- -'
night. Two ipersons, sleeping on fire
Newport, R. I., Aug. 7. Never be- escapes last night fed to the street
fore was there so much rivalry and were killed.
among the members of the New York
Yacht Club and never so much eagerness to win the Aastor Cup as this SARATOGA
GAMBLING
year. The race for the Astor Cup
which Is being sailed today off Newport, will undoubtedly go down in
history as one of the most spirited
DEN RAIDED
contests ever held in this part of the
country.
The races of the New Y'ork Yacht
Club have attracted
of
Saratoga, N. V., Aug. i. The first
thousands
craft from all parts of the coast, and raid on tne gambling houses in Sarawhen the competing ships and sloops toga since the time of "Cale" Mitchell,!
started for the starting line today was made last night following the rethey were accompanied by a formid- ceipt by oneriff Cavanaugh of comable fleet of racing and pleasure munication from Gov. lligglns regardcraft, more numerous than any gath- ing the enforcement of the law. Bridge
ering of yachts, launches, sloops, which cluli house, conducted by Joe'
schooners and other kinds of boats Ulltnan, was raided by the jiollce, the
ever seen together In this harbor.
proprietors and employes arrested and
Among the boats taking part in the the furniture removed. The players
race are some of the swiftest yachts were not taken into custody.
and sloops of this part of the country, many of which have won Import- APPEAL OF EDNA HOPPER SUIT
ant races In the past. Colonel Astor
IS DISMISSED BY COMMITTEE
this year, as last, has made the
l.cndon, Aug. 7. The Judicial comsloops prize the more valuable. Tiffany &. Co. have made the prizes, mittee of tne privy council today recthe dismissal of the apiieal
which
are of unusal value ami ommended
of Hunstiiuir vs. Diin.-nuiand Hopbeauty. The cup for sloops Is of
gold and goblet shaped. It has per s. Dunsmulr.
The appeal resuoe.1 tiom the suit
two handles and stands eleven and
inches high, to the brim. of Kdna Wallace lio.,i !', to break the
late Alexander Dunsmuir,
The weight, was tlti pennyweights, will of tne
,
in which bis brother,
an
the capacity is about one and her
one-hapints. A figure of Victory, James Dunsmuir. toitner premier of
in relief, holding a laurel wreath In British Columi.nu. was the principal
each hand, appears on the front of lega'ee.
TROTTING RACES AND FAIR
the cup. It stands at the convenBEING HELD IN TASLEY, VA.
The OHIO FALLS HOLINESS ASSO-- I
tionalized bow of a vessel.
Ya., Aug. 7. The ninth anTaslcy.
CIATION HOLDS MEETING
scrolls which form the bow are renua! fair and trotting races under
body
New
Albany,
Ind., Aug
7.
peated four times around the
The the auspices of the Peninsula Fair
meeting of the association will open today for a four
of the cup and immediately below nineteenth annual
symbolOhio
a band of short curved lines
Falls
Holiness
association days' meet. Many of the best trotThe inscription "Astor opened today on the camp meeting ters and pacers in this part of the
ize water
Is
grounds on the Silver Hills, west of country have been entered for the
("up for Sloops," iu raised letters,
above the figure, around the rim of here, til the terminus of the Highland various races, oi which mere will ue
the cup. The stem which connects division of the I iiiisviUo & South- three every day. The prizes range
the body of the cup to the base Is ern Indiana Traction company. The from
to $:!''.
chased with a delicate vertical figure grounds are in excellent, condition
of ser lis.
and the attendance i., larger than TLNNIS ENTHUSIASTS MEET
large number of
IN ST. JOHNSBURY, VT.
A
The Astor Cup for schooners con- ever before.
7.
The
sists of twelve sterling silver plates. excellent speakers will deliver adSt. Johnsbury, Vt.. Aug.
one-haThese incisure ten and
dresses during the three weeks of the annual Vermont. State Tennis chamopened here
Inches in diameter and have a nar- meet Ing.
pionship tournament
row
border. On each of the
this morning wi'h a large number of
Money Market.
plates is the following inscription:
entries, which primuses an unusunlly
New York. Aug. T Money on rail, interesting an spirited coutest. The
"Astor Cup for Schooners, won by.."
easy,
d
I rime uiwrtaiitlle, Zzra
The winning yacht's name to be
present state champion is Setup
3t ; silver, (i i5.
Immediately after the race.
Buss, of S.iti Antonio, Tex.
three-eighth-

ANDCANDIDATES

Twenty-yea- r

mote suodlvislons.
No deeds were ever made for the
lols. They stood In the hands of a
real estate company which, on the
rack, could give no reason why 2,uuO
people should so generously pay taxes
m Its property.
These tax receipts "won'' the day,
and have, seemingly, settled all franchise problems tor this city for two
decades. The supreme court lias done
the rest.
By a series of decisions in which all
precedent even, the lawyers claim,
the constitution of the state was set
aside and every attempt blocked to
open the ballot boxes and Investigate
the frauds.
Upon the scant hope of a suit In the
federal c nrt the advocates of municipal ownership base their fight to make
the thieves disgorge.

LITHOGRAPHERS DISASTROUS

HAS WAXED

MORE

ex- -

r

Ten-yea-

made-to-ord-

OF

Twenty-yea-

extension of franchise, beginning 't
Mill
3
Abrogation of contract by
1914.
which part of city's payment for
HONEST ELECTION LEAGUE ATTORNEYS
EXAMINING
BOGUS
'S lights was to be credited to the
TAX RECEIPTS IN - - JOE JOHNSON'S COURT ROOM.
THE. ARE
cost of a plant to become municl- LEFT lO RIGHT ERNEST LEE WILLIAMS. LUCIUS W. HOYT AND E.
pally owned. Transfer of all these
r
f. COSTIGAN.
4 credits to the company.
3 contract for public lights.

j

STATISTICS

CO

States-Io- wa

Is Divided

THIS IS THE LOOT:
TRAMWAY

antl-Jointu- re

ft

Choice of Party

Idaho-Bry- an

In Both

AT

SURPRISED

AN

TRACTS LIKE OFFICES

Its Fight For Statehood Which
Will Be Pushed to
Finish.
STRENGTH

OF

GUISE

FROM

WERE WRESTED

WHICH FRANCHISES

IN

PLOT INFOLDED

St. Petersburg,

Aug. 7.

The Work
men's council has decided to call off
the strike at St. Petersburg.
An
nouticement will be issued tonight cr
tomorrow. This action does not ppiy
to provinces but there is little doubt
but that the workmen there will follow the St. Petersburg example.
Many Factories Already at Work.
More than half of the factories here
resumed work this morning. While
the employes of some establishments
of Moscow are still out, none of the
predictions by parties that of an organized strike movement, were fulfilled. Railroad men, whose
tion was vital, could net be Induced
to give the signal for strike, owing
to fear that the majority of the men
would not obey.
While repressions
and arrests of leaders were undoubt
edly groat factors in bringing about
the situation, It Is apparent that the
moment was
for the strike,
The people were not In a temper to
support It. Consequently tlie revolu
tionary leaders who really inspired
the movement with intention of transforming - into an armed uprising
have suffered severe loss of iprestigo
and proletariat organizations through
which they worked nave been weaken
ed, it Is probably they will not re
cover. The government naturally Is
greatly rejoiced over its victory.
a

RAILROAD
Moscow,

ORDERS REFUSE
TO JOIN THE 8TRIKE
Aug. 7. Several red ffag

PHOTOGRAPHERS
HOLD CONVENTION
Niagara Falls, N. Y.f Aug. 7. The
twenty-sixtannual conventionof
the National American Photographers' association opened here today at
the Cataract House. The attendance
Is unusually large and every state
and territory is represented.
The
entire lower floor of the Cataract
House is devoted to the display of
the work of members of the association. One of the most striking features of the exhibition this year is
the foreign exhibit showing the work
of tho best photographers of the various countries of Europe.
NATIONAL
h

URBANNA,

ILL., GREETS
FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Urbanna, 111., Aug. 7. The annual
state tournament of the State Firemen's association opened here today
and will continue for three days. The
attendance Is unusually large and the
citizens of Urbana, headed by the
Commercial Club of Urbana, have
made every effort to make the meeting a great success. Valuable prises
have been donated for the various
contests of the tournament and an
Interesting program for the entertainment of the visiting firemen has been
arranged.

demonstrations were broken up last
night tiy the dragoons, but the city
generally Is quite. The central com
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
mltteo of railroad men's unions has
In the strike
refused to
which is collapsing. Many factories
St. Louis Wool Market.
here are resuming work. The strike
St. Ixiuls, Aug. 7. Wool market,
organizers lay much b.amo for the sit- steady;
unchanged.
uation to the social revolutionists, who
favored deferring the strike till aut
Lead' Market.
umn.
New Y'ork, Aug. 7. Lead, dull, $5.75
copper, firm, $18.62tf3$18.7X.
VIRGINIA BAR ASSOCIATION
HOLDS 8ESSION AND OUTING
Hot Springs, Va., Aug. 7. The Vlr

Chicago Livestock.
Chleaeo. Auir. 7. "attl
rivelotfl
4.550; market, strong; CTjeves, 3.75p
i.50; cows and heifers, $1.25T5.30;
stockers and feeders, t2M4H.2'; Tex-anwesterners, $3.butfi
$3.00,4.75;
5.25; calves, $5.007.00.
Sheep receipts,
15,100;
market.
strong;
sheep, $3.25a.35;
lambs.

glnla State Bar association met here
today for a three days' session, which
is also In the nature of an outing.
The attendance is quite large, and
among those present are many dis
tinguished members of the bench
and the bar, among them Justice
Brewer, of the United States supreme $4.85(8 6.00.
court; Judge A. A. Phlegar, president
Grain and Produce.
of the association; Mlclah Woods, of
Chicago, Aug. 7. Closing quotaCharlottesville, for years attorney for
the commonwealth; E. If. Jackson of tions;
Wheat Sept. 73c; Dec. 75,c.
Washington, I). C.T "W. T. Shields, of
Corn Sept. ti'JVic; Dec. 45c.
Islington, and many others. Many of
Oats riopt. J1V; Dec. Si'ic.
thera will deliver addresses before
Pork Sept. $17,124; Jan. 14 20.
the meeting.
Ribs Sept. $.25Vi; Oct. $S 5.
Sep!, $S.87'; ut. $S2HPAUL MORTON STUDIES
INSURANCE IN GERMANY
Stock
irket.
Berlin, Aug. 7. Paul Mort n, presiNew York, Aug.
Closing blocks:
dent of ihe Equitable Life Assurance
S4
society, spent yesterday here, going Atchison
Do pfd
looVi
over the records of the company's
14
German business. He left for Paris New York Central
134
last night, will sail for America Au- Pennsylvania
7tilfc
gust 15. Morton said: "My investiga- Southern Pacific
1374
tions in Europe Justify mo In Reliev- Union Pacific
103
ing that the campaign against Ameri- Amalgamated Copper
l4
can Insurance companies on this side Lnion pacific, pfd
40
;f the Atlantic Is practically subsided. L'ulted States Steel
lOsVs
I believe all of us will snortly be do
Do pfd
ing i ur old tune business here.
Kansas City Market.
Kansas City, Aug. 1. Cattle reWOMEN SUFFRAGISTS MEET
AT COPENHAGEN ceipts, ti.Ooo; market, strong to 10c
native steers, $1.005.25;
Copenhagen, Aug. 7. The annual higher;
the
International southern steers, $2.75'5 $4.50; southern
of
conference
league ot Women Suffragists opened cows, $2.00( 3.25 ; nativo cows and
the chairmanship of heifers, $2.00ii5 25; stockers and feedhre today under
Mrs. Carrie Chapman-Catt- ,
of ,ew ers, $2.i6$4.60; bulls, $2.00fj'$3.50;
York, president of tho league, and will calves, i3.5ofc5.50; western fed steers,
hold daily sessions until August 11. $3,754 ti.00; western fed cows. '.SO
Twelve countries are represented.
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and prayed, he repating the prayer
after her. Inside the grating several
wondcringly.
politician
listened
the evanThen a "brother" anion
toMUkri Dally Hi Weekly iy
gelists, Inking out a note bonk and
The Citizen Publishing Company pencil, nuked the convert s name.I'm iMonnhan," he shouted cxplosIFwtofltMfnTtniniimtaiitoiitliroiwhtli
ivelv, and, as it to emphasize the
aaaite u Mccmd elaaa mattar.
of the man who ehould ba working for you?
value of his conversion, lie added:
Hall.
to Tammany
of the man ih wouid gladly lend you money?
"I belong
"Surely, madam, you have snatched
of the nuvn sho would like to buy your horse?
a brand from the burning," said a
!uNION,&fr)LABEL
the man who would buy an Interest In your business?
of
Is Much Easier Than
Tniiiiiinny man on the other sido of
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
the fence to the female evangelist.
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?
Fearful William Come Quietly.
Offltitl Paper of Bernalillo County
William Rockefeller was so afraid
Mid City of Albuquerque.
Capital
of having the public know of his
aaaiilrti Prwl sfttraoon Olipitchw.
movements that he made his way
larpat City tni County Circulation.
Jiome from France by a very cir
TIM Larrat Nw Mexico Clrcutittoa.
cuitous route, lie took tne steamer
llrrMt Hcrthtr Arlmm Cimiltla.
o Quebec, and thence same by motor
For this reason y u should
to the Adlrondacks, where he
every precaution to ward off
use
TIKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION! ts.w car
stayed a week or so to recuperate.
in aaTanca...
aM Wr Mil. ena
by using preparations
disease,
Tr
w And then he took a train quietly ror
.........
.INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
IMK my anail. par month
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
of known value to disinfect your
Tarrytown. and got there so quietly
IP YOU WANT help of any kind, or
Wkk W ana.il or" raar
'phone
employment of any kind,
h'8 Vwnee was not suspected
home and premises. We carry
oaJiy oy Carrier 60c DCr monthihat
Vorlly 1ie WByg of
fnr pnmo (Javg
call or write Abraham's Employ-- 1;
disa full line of antiseptics,
ment office, 12U West Silver ave-Tmm Etbhiwo CmritH will ba dliTd In tha the rich In these latter days are not
deodorizers,
and
infectants,
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
tar at tfca low rmta otSOtmttpn weak, or for 69 the ways of pleasantness and peace.
aataa pmr aionui, wnw paw moniniy.
which are very valuable for
Havemeyer had almost as hard a
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
With Ample Meant and Unsurpassjtf Facilities.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
your
as
he
out
of
Tarrytown
Into
getting
of
time
Application
on
sickness
Known
keeping
Made
Rates
JUurtltlng
AND WAREHOUSE RESALARIES
WANTED.
will encounter when he aproaches St.
nome, especially during the hot
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
Position by nusband and $200. Loans are quickly made and
WANTEL
ra win wnfer a faTor br notlfytnr ua Peter at the pearly gates.
or tha papr.
A.
Mtoly on any
weather.
wife In or out of city. Address,
strictly private. Time: One month
Metamorpnoais of O'.iorus Girl.
lattara and ramittanrca ahould ba addmard to
J.,. this office.
AlTmm
we
what
see
in
and
to cne year given. Goods remain in
Come
rT.
I
r
.,...!
nil.
7.
IMtUN PllRI.ISHINO COMPANY. Iffmfta,
A new kind of swindle lias sprung
VvAMhD A position uy a.
possession. Our rates ere reason'
ordcra
aTThi. anatoflita and cxprma money ox
have. I!uy if you want to.
payama to uia araar
uia up In the theatrical circles. Some
around cook; country preicrrtu. m- - able. Call and see us before borrow- and attractive chorus girl has
dress "Cook," Citizen office.
111$.
gone around and secured contracts In
9UN TIllFHONIl!
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
WANTED A partner with $1,UUU, In
TnE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
.
Colorado 15 various names, and has then transAwtomftfle 183
a eod paying business. Anaress i steamship tickets to and from all
ferred them to others, they taking the
M.
Ave.
N.
Railroad
205 East
O. Box 2211, Albuquerque,
riart9 of the world.
names of the contracts. As a conseExtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
and Solicit
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED Solicitor to canvass thequence managers have not found the
K0-0-0a0-a0--0-AdNew Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
315 West Railroad Ave.
commission.
c.ltv:
salarv
and
NEWS
ferits they bargained for when the
PRIVATE OFFICES.
rtre3 C. W., care Citizen office.
This had
contracts were signed.
Open Evenings.
greatly puzzled them until they un- SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED A eood woman cook to
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
day. Good
a
meal
have
Now
they
only
one
swindle.
the
cook
earthed
IN NEW
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
cook. PROFESS ONAL CARDS
wages. Must be first-claa chorus girl photographed as soon
ull Set of Teeth
JohnBon, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solopreferred.
as the contract is signed, and the Gold Crowns
$6
German or Swede
,
I
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cro:nwell.
7
u
portrait appears as part of the con- Gold Filling
secuuu-iiau$1.50 up
8
W ANTED
tientiemen
LAWYERS.
IS
It Is said considerable has Painless Extracting
street,
tract.
50c
615
South First
clothing. No.
been done in this new kind of fake
south of viaduct. Sena address and
M. Bond.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Impersonation.
proprietor. ATTORNEY Ira
LL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
Swefney,
will call. R. J.
AT LAW, 32 F street
ANTEED. .
Competent man to take N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
WANTKu
Bank Accounts.
Multitudes Take Vacation A clerkFamily
copyrights, caveats,
charge of saw mill and roller flour lands, patents,
of a savings bank said the
mill. Salary or Interest. Address, letter patents, trade marks, claims. .
other clay. "It has become a common
V. S. Miera, Cuba, N. M.
R. W. D. Bryan.
thing for married women holding acBut Visitors Arc NumATTORNEY AT LAW, AlbuquerA hustler to take orders
WANTED
counts here to have their bank books
que,
Apple
M.
Office, First National
N.
for the "Spencer Seedless
made out to .Mr. and Mrs.
Active.
Tree." Good money for an ener- Bank building.
There was always a little of this
getic young man. Call at 124 South
B. F. COPP,
E. W. Dobson.
aVUBUQUBRQUB. N. M.
partnership business going on, but it
Walter street, for full Information.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-has increased noticeably of late years. ROOM 12 N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
the arrangement Indicates
FOR RENT.
TAMMANY MAN CONVERTED aWhether
greater degree of conjugal devoamd Dtrsef.
at Ulackwell's FOll K.
death
of
Hums'
ause
rooms
DENTISTS.
furnished
Two
tion or a suspicion. Is a question. Island. "Alcoholism" came back the
J08HTTA B. RAYNOUM
VttmUtm t
.M
for light, housekeeping, inquire 408
There are arguments to be used In answer. Alter more teiepnoning n.
M. 'W. FLOTRNOT
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
PreeWleat
street.
Second
North
mean
may
theory.
support
It
of
each
Peculiar Story of How Dead that
FRANK Me mem
the Uurns who- ....Cashier
is learned that
or
rooms
with
has much con didn't
Furnished
Dentist.
RENT
R. A. FROST
AMtoUat Cashier
make a widow of his wife was FOR
fidence in his wife and that he is not
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man- without loard. Also nicely furnished
H. r. &A.TMCCM
The
Dtreetor
Man Was Substituted
Bellevue, alive and better.
Apply
planp.
203.
cottage,
with
'Phone,
ell's.
Auto
araid of her drawing out all the at
was taken back to the mor- K.
Mrs.
money and spending It while he Is corpse
E.
viaduct.
ef
east end
DR. J. E. KRA rT,
.
For Live One.
BKPoerroaT.
.'isaaMsi'1''
away from home, or it may mean ue with much rejoicing.
Norrls.
Dental Surgec n.
NT
confidence in her husband that she
FOR-REA silTroom house; bath,
Rooms 15 and 16, Gra it block, over
More Deadly.
the
Horses
AotkoriM Cfcpttal
views a common bank account as
electric light and other modern con- the Golden Rule Dry G ods company,
The report of the coroner for the
Special O'onespocdenci:.
PaM Up Capital, Sarptaa sutd Profit
the only way to insure her share of borough of Manhattan
veniences. 624 West Tijeras ave- Both 'phones. Appointn nts made by
caused
has
No matter what tne considerable surprise by the state
New York, Aug. 7. The summei his earnings.
mall.
nue.
DepoaMorj Iar Aiehlaoe, Topeka A (Baata
exodus Is now at Its height, and as motive, the plan certainly saves a ment that of 158 deaths caused by FOR REM' Newly furnished rooms
Railway Company
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
few New Yorkers, obi residents, are eret (leal of trouble In case an nccl
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
ireet vehicles only sixteen were caus- Office
Minneapolis house, with or
at
the
or
tne
any
joint
lerall
either
dent should
in the city, as have been here at
by automobiles.
Vehicles pro
without housekeeping, $1 per week hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:0 p. m.; 1:30
season. In Tact, it may be said mai depositors, anil as mere is nine una pelled by horses caused four times
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
and
through
ger
bank
to
the as many deaths and street cars, sub FOR-RE- iT'f up, Albuquerque, N. M.J
the
of loss
the vacation habit, which Russell
pointments made by mall.
for
rooms
Large,
cool
we
quite
system,
are
Sage pronounced an unnatural one, double harness
way and elevated,
as
five times
light housekeeping; rent reasonaPHYSICIANS.
has seized upon our citizens with I willing the accounts should be neui in many.
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
more rigor than ever before. There the name of the two.
OU) TIMER.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Two rooms, all mod
people on the streets,
FOR RENT
,
are plenty
.... .A
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
i no nnnci
,.,.. of
uoing xo Europe,
light housekeeping. Also,
f ihom I
ern,
for
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
r"-"".""f;i- ;!,!
OFFICIAL MATTERS
In" x, .r,W
Tuberculosis treated with High
r,t.ullr
v. . '
Gentleman
.rloHnpa fnf
"" - "
ow VftrlT DT fnPI H
" ,vv i u '1'"'"
" ' J whirl,
two rooms en suite.
Frequency
and
Electrical
CAPITAL
Current
$100,000.00
c
517
"
South
preferred.
"c
roomers
""""
7,l-c"
more visitors In summer than she
Germicide. Treatments given each
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
20,000.00
Bmyl ui uci iiuounuu, .'"
Broadway.
Superintendent of Blind Asylum.
unria r,nt f ho own nonnln In pn nv ' l
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
uru "mlB "
"c
The board of trustees of the New FOR RENT Four rooms and bath day
the breezes of mountain and sea- - i BlB,u
'phones
THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
hoa i.ann iu. niaKiDK Brrangemenis vo uepan 101 Mexico Institute for the Blind, at Ala- completely furnished for house nurse In attendance. Both
Tu
She will be accompanied by mogordo, has elected S. H. Gill of
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
in
f r.t in.n Europe.
.i
near
Fruit
street,
keeping.
Third
MrBWhite, the Nashville, Tennessee, superintendent
Richard Grant
Eye, Ear, Nose
business growth of this bank since its organization:
to get cool, as there have been few mon
$20. Apply to Albuquerque Practice limited to
avenue.
nusuauu, of the asylum. Mr. Gill Is bl:nd him
01 ner, n"-aand Threat.
Deposits at the end of the first day
$10,466.92
days that have been oppressive, while
Hardware Co.
.
c- aw.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
many of the nights have been as cool "'
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first week
self. He conies highly recommended.
vv
313
,.
Office,
me
nues
lines.
Rail
West
coast
pecieu
leiiiain
win
mai
,i f.11
ihB vnilnn hnhlt
FOR SALE.
Deposits at the end of the first month
31,821.82
Postoffice Sites Changed.
in- This
avenue.
until
the
trial.
abroad
after
road
m,r nonnto verv
Deposits at the end of the first six months
92,750.13
The postoffice
at Dayton, Eddy FOR SALE OR RENT The new 3
"
i... omn nnnn
1
. I. r. . .
.
. ,,
I
.1
f
5
12
m.
9
a.
1:30
to
to
and
Hours:
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first year
county, ha3 been moved a quarter of
room house at 814 South Arno st.
what
m.
d
to
wIth
tne
s"""
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
298.320.31
a mile to the west from Its former
almost 'sacred to us. A gentleman
Payment $12 per month. Address
Deposits at the end of the first two years
377,332.37
who was out collecting bills, present- - f source of annoyance,- if not of pos site.
Highlands, Citizen office.
UNDERTAKER.
j
,B,U
i""-'.Deposits June 18, 1906
434,502.31
'"
The postoffice at Cimarron, Colfax FOR . SALE Soda Fountain. T. J
ed one for rent to one man. "Pay Ml,ve u rrponers
' county,
uriugs
Auto, 'phone 316.
r--'t
Colo., Red 115 O
"Why. I nuni
OFFICERS:
rent," said the debtor.
has been moved 300 yards
Topham.
of
note.
a
with
crime
connected
Indeed
h..pn'i r,t together nw vacation I some who
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
A. BORDERS.
west of its former sitr.
subjected
gasoline
en
to
been
have
Jkt
A
FOR
SALE
nnt.
Commercial Club Duildinsr. Black 0 WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
,
,
Postmaster Appointed.
J
"""W
.1
gine. all complete. J. F. Palmer,
qucoi ui rqiu.iu. iwk
and White Hearse, $5.
Many instances can be cited where l,lc
General Pinnel has been appointed
,
street.
501
North
me
uuruers
First
iuhhh01
v
a I'droHnn ot uwd driven lo
.k
nu
postmaster at Dayton, Eddy county.
ARCHITECTS.
A handsome Hardman
n PnenHivo mane h
FOR SALE
let nil his ity- - They have no hours of quiet or
tney
nothing
sa
Is
that
"Generally debilitated for year. Had
ha,ve
piano, in fine condition and almost
Wlls stand until he could get enough Pace;
Spencer
W.
F.
and V. O. Wallingfrom inquiry, generally antagon- - sick headaches, lacned ambition, was
,
For particu- ford. Rooms
tn nnv them. th vacation standing
new, at a bargain.
Barnett building,
.
vulgar
extremely
nd
in
cases
worn-outBurdock
lars, call at this office.
and all
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
firet in his estimation. The rows of ""'c insulting.all
pin-ift
The continua
biood Bitters made me a well woman."
houses locked up, and hoarded up and and
My general store. Rare
SALE
CIVIL ENGINEER.
tell on the nerves, and frail Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup, Conn. " FOR
Lmttmr Hmd
some one to secure an
denite t. inrtrer now than pricks
chance
for
women
strength
loose their
and
r .efnre
nnsn.ientlv the
P.
nv0lopo
Address,
business.
established
R.
J.
Farwell.
may
cMy has a larger share of Its surface health, and while the criminal
MERCHANT TAILORING
M., Pueblltos, N. M.
23, N. T. Armijo building.
Mmsdm
Room
Notm
80 Iar 88 8lana
eatt into gloom bv the withdrawal of Ing alonS very iswe"concerned,
Progrmmt
the wo UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST FOR SALE Two good milk cows and
the storm
MINES AND MINING.
.lcrna
iif ihn it hn ev(.r ho he.
heifer calf; two weeks old; a good
Invitation
tore. Still, the people from outside men fade and fade, unUl the life Is
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMfamily horse; harness and carriage AMERICAN DE FOREST WIRELESS
Catmlogum
AND
who travel around in the rubber neck nded, and all in a matter in which
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
300
Broadway.
Inquire
North
at
antna flnrt tho ritv wnnrterfniw t. they have no interest save as at
ALL MINING STOCKS
Blank Booh a
House,
Minneapolis
My merchant tailoring shop Is up FOR SALE The
DEALT IN BY
tractive. Where have the residents lectlonat econsorts or children.
Kaealpt Book
bargain.
sold. Forty-fou- FRED. J. STEIN HERGER, 37 Bank
a
Must
be
at
ave209
over
No.
Railroad
West
stairs
gone? Well, R would be difficult, if
rooms, all newly furnished
Case of Mistaken Identity.
of
patronage
nue,
I
solicit
where
the
Block.
not Impossible, to name a resort, from A pathetic story comes from the
painted and papered. The best pay Denver
Colorado,
nearby pleasure places on the Sound, East Side, that fruitful source of the public. All work guaranteed firsting property in Albuquerque. Any
ex
I
years'
class,
have
had
fifteen
as
In othar word
to the Land of the Midnight Sun, that striking stories. John Burns, who
C,
NOTARY
acceptable.
Call or address
PUBLIC.
otfer
perience In the business. Suits made
Rooms
mvo turn out
he
has not some New Yorkers staying has a wife and two sons in East to
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
ana
pressed
cleaned,
Clothes
order.
ovary
thing a
there. New Yorkers are In Egypt, Forty-fourtD.
Maddlson.
K.
Thos.
to
was
sent
M.
street,
Albuquerque, N.
repaired. The specific I use will not
prlntar
knavra
in Africa, why up north and way Bellevue Hospital,
117
W.
B.
Office
with
West
Chllders.
general
debll
for
ho to do . . .
down south. Intent on pleasure and ity. Soon after he arrived another Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
Gold avenue.
Summer Diarrhoea in Children.
walking
made
also
cleaned
skirts
and
spending money like water. The great John Burns was brought in a des
During the hot weatucr of the sum
VETERINARIAN.
trouble Is, that while millionaires are Derate condilTon of alcoholism. When to order. Give me a trial.
mer montus the first unnatural looseBAMBINI.
O.
scattering dollars that they can easily Mrs. Burns the first went to the hos
ness of a child's bowels should have
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Sa
spare, others are also scattering them pital to see her nusband, she wa
O
immediate attention, so as to check
Office, 424 North Second street
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
that cannot afford it, and will miss told that he had been transferred to
the disease before It becomes serious Phones Auto., 311: Colo., Black 35.
All that is necessary is a few doses Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
them many months afterwards. Well, the Metropolitan hospital on Black
Window e;reens, 7 cents per foot.
7")
w ,,rT r.
1
New York will be glad to see them well's Island. She decided to wait
rSTiWl ICIIC-A home made door, with trimmings, cf Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
all back with their faces well tanned, and a couple of nights later she re for $1.25.
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
but also with their bodies invigor eel veil news that her husband wa
We are making window screens all of castor oil to cleanse the system Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
0
ated and their brains clearer for ac- dead.
She went to the morgue, and mortised together, and as strong as Rev, M. O. Stockland, pastor of the
Agent
& Co.
Morse
ior
tive and more strenuous work that with her sister. Identified the body a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A first M. E. churcu. Little Falls, Minn Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
will Insure to their permanent good. as that of her hiiBband.
or
that writes: ' Ve have used Chamberlain' !M6 West Railroad avenue. Auto
The body screen door,
In
any
shipped
here
Colic, cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy matic 'phone, 179.
will
outlast
door
was delivered at the house, and the
Caters to Negro Patronage.
the cast, together with trim for several years and find It a very
friends were Invited to the wake, for from
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
valuable remedy, especially for sum
Clerks of the fashionable stores which extensive preparations
had mlngs. for $1.25.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
We make the regular shop made mer disorders in children." Sold by all
along fifth avenue, Twenty-thir- d
been made. In the course of the af screen
H. R. WHITING,
doors that have always cost, druggists.
street and Broadway know by sight a ternoon an old woman friend came In
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
No. 119 South Second Street, First
colored woman who ig a frequent vis She took one look at the corpse, heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
in the Southwest.
National Bank building,
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
YOU
KNOW
itor in her automobile to the shops shook her head, and broke out with
DO
Albuquerque, N. M.
PLANING MILL CO.
where the finest things are bought "Sure, and If ye are John Burn
V
Examiner and abstracter of land
The your nose Indies you. John was n
She makes large purchases.
pianos being a luxury titles. Including those of Spanish and
Z
That
the
day
of
AND
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
woman is Mrs. Peyton, wife of Phillip drinking man."
m
has passed, and that they are now
Mexican origin.
Paytoit, Jr., the negro who has made
Mrs. Burns got out a photograp'
necessity. If you don't know It call
N. M.
0
ALBUQUERQUE,
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
PRIVATE
LESSONS.
a fortune in real estate, and Is back of her husband, and compared it wit
The unders'sned
Is prepared to in at our store, examine our world
m
Will be given in Spanish, French
of a plan in Harlem to form a colony the face of the corpse. There was
make trips to and from the celebrat- famous lino of goods, and you will
o
colored persons. Her general resemblance, but features
and German, alsi in public high
of
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Inunderstand.
reasonable.
tastes are refined, and supported by feature there as a difference. Won formation desired can be secured then
representatives of Chic school branches. TermsROBERTS,
We
are
sole
MRS. C. O'CONNOR
LET US FIGURE
the credit of her husband's name, she tiering whether she was wife or wi from George H. Moore. No. 113 West kerlng & Sons, Everett, Kimball an
Business College Rooms, Library
is able to gratify desires which only ow. .Mrs. Burns telephoned ttie tin Railroad avenue.
makes.
well
known
other
Building, East Railroad avenue.
on modern sanitary plumbing improvethe wealthy dare to entertain. Pay dertaker and asked what was u
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
All pianos reduced In price for nex
ton. as a real estate dealer. Is daring,
ments. Whether you want to live In
PIANO.
days.
OF
ten
TEACHER
and not afraid to stand by his coloryour house or sell It, we can aid you
WHITSON MUSIC CO.
THE
who
evicted
707
was
He
it
ed brethern.
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio
woman's happiNo
114 South Second Street.
greatly by our materials and methods.
large
a
a
from
tenants
all the white
North First street. Primary pupils
ness can be complete
Rear in mind that our estimating enHa- and fashionable apartment house in
While the 8un Shines specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties In"Make
without children; it
a fasnionable neigiiliorhood, and filled
There Is a lesson in the work of the terested write or call.
tails no cost , ur work no more cost
is her nature to love
the apartments with colored tenants,
thrift v farmer. He knows that the
than is right.
DR. VAUCAIRE'S FORMULA.
lie Is making money by it, and is
and want them bright sunshine may last but a day
Henry
FJ
Mrs.
bv
Recommended
pleasing colored people of means, but
and he prepares for the showers Symes, to develop the bust from four
We carry the finest line of garden
So It
he Isn't pleasing the rich white peowhich are so liable to follow.
made
be
to
Guaranteed
to
six
inches.
in the city.
hose
Hats
move
Dy
from
who
to
have
ple
should be with every household.
The for
from nur Galenal Extract.
mJr
tiful and pi re.
they bad held for some time. There
diarrhoea and cholera morbu mula is a general tonic, but has a speare plenty of colored people In this The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must ikss, may attack some member of the home cific effect upon the bust Is perfectly
Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
city tow that can afford all the luxhowever, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that t'ie without warning. Chamberlains coil harmless. For sale at the Alvarado
uries that Mr. Payton can put Into very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is n.Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlca pharmacy.
Colo., Red 284.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
a house for them to occupy, and he
is ''.:. best known medicine for these
of
life
dangerous.
to
reproduction
be
or
the
for
necessity
either
painful
as
them
get
rent
as much
from
fan
A Mystery Solved.
diseases, should always bo kept at
from whites, hence he will continue The useof Mother's Friend so prepares the system forthe comingevent hand, as immediate treatment Is neckeep off periodic attacks of
to
"How
of
flats
the
to enlarge the boundaries
that it is salely passed without any danger. This great and wonderlul essary, and dtlay may prove fatal. For biliousness and haidtual constipation
.1.
d
by
blacks.
occupied
sale iiy all druggists.
remedy is always ap- whs a mvsterv that Dr. King's New
IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
DEALER
John
writes
me."
for
Life Pills solved
Tammany Man Converted.
(ilied externally, and
The
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING. N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind.
thousands
SI1ER.UAN-W1LLIAMPAINT Covers more. Iooks best, wears the
The very earnest evangelists who
onlv nills that are guaranteed to give
All kinds of work done promptly perfect
longest, most economical; full measure.
or
everybody
exhort and slug on the city hall steps of women through the
to
satisfaction
Contracts taken. money
and satisfactorily.
BUlLDiNu PAPER Always lu stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
seemed greatly pleased the other day trying crisis without suffering.
refunded, only 25c at all drugLtave orders at 714 West Tijeras ave gists.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
when a seedy individual told tbem
feiid for fmj book ronUimnfr iiiforu.fetina if
W. F. WARDWEU- MEX.
nue.
o A "sister" led pricctfM fume lo nil eiputtaiil iuoi!m.
he was converted.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW
A Citizen "vYaut ad docs the work
the convert to prayer at the grating The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.
ad.
Want
Try
Citizen
a
M the top of the steps, knelt by him
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DO YOU WANT TliE
NAME AND ABDRESS

Preventing
Sickness

Curing it

BANK INSTITUTIONS

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names and addresses
who arc
of people
"Neccessary
to Your Prosperity
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EXILED

GOVER

RAPIDLY

IS DESTINED

MmmiHiT

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE

.

SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each. Only $5 down:
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages
50-foo-

are growing less

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600' EACH

Call at office, 9 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

On

PAGE THREE.

HJJMUW!EllITY

Let the next 6 months
be banner money makers
for you
Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

NOR IS A6ING

CITIZEN.

x

119 S. Second St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

IwniwiaiflHw;
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BODY IS

THE ICE TRUST

REMARKABLE WAVE OF RESENT-- !
MENT AT EXTORTION SWEEPS'
OVER THE UNITED
STATES
VULNRABLE SPOT SOUGHT
ICE BARON3
CHANGE
THEIR
PLEAS.

Wu.

S. TAYLOR.

,

Special Correspondence:
Indianapolis,
Ind., Aug. 7. When
Kentucky had her great homecoming
week there was one former citizen
who was not Invited to return as an
honored guest. Neither did he care
to go to his old nome. That man
was a former governor of the Blue
Grass state, "Ym. S. Taylor. For six
years he has been a fugitive from the
state whose affairs he directed for a
few weeks.
Once he had the militia of that
state at his command, and the scepter
of power In his hands. . Then came
the assassination of Wm. Uoehei, who
had been Taylor's opponent in the
Tace for governor, and who claimed
the governorship.
The stirring scenes following the
assassination are fresh In the minds
of most newspaper readers. Governor
Taylor and his friends were accused
of conspiring to kill Goebel. Several of them are in the penitentiary.
Caleb Powers, thrice sentenced
to
death for the murder. Is soon to have
a new trial.
Governor Taylor and Former Secretary of State FInley fled to Indiana to escape arrest. Governor Taylor has been a resident of Indianapolis since that time. Three republican governors of Indiana have refused
to honor requisitions from Kentucky
for Governor Taylor. The matter of
granting a requisition has been a po
litlVal issue In every campaign since
The former governor Is an insurance agent. He has a little office in
one of the big office buildings. Most
of the time his family resides in
Louisville. In Indianapolis, Taylor
has many friends, but he is seldom
heard of in public affairs.
He is
modest in demeanor and pursues his
business quietly. Frequently he can
be found in the Columbia club, the
swell republican club of the state.
Taylor is aging. His gait Is halting. He will not talk about the tragedy in Kentucky. He Insists that all
has been said that can be said. His
excuse for not returning to Kentucky is that he could not get a fair
trial. He points to the trial of Caleb
Powers as an example.
He is content to remain an exile.

In the meantime the wave of resentment against extortion has swept
the country. Here are the newest instances of rebellion against ice monopoly:
Youngstown. O.. Ice combine
voluntarily.
Harrlsburg,
Pa.,
Council
asks

d

WORK

NEAR

Successors to

:

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the roost fastidious bar complete

Board of Public Works to report on
cost of municipal ice plant.
Atlantic City. X. J., Even this town
cant stana tor the price. Municipal
plant clamored for.
New Britain, Conn., Committee reports favorably on project for a mu- Watemury, Conn., City switches "to
an independent company for its ice
purchases.
Crosse, Wis.. District attorney
calls for opinion from the attorney
general upon which to uase prosecution.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Contract for
i
municipal ownership plant let.
Council Bluffs, la.,
.tlzens muttering at 7 cent ice and investigation
demanded.
Des Moines: Grand jury takes .ce
trust testimony.
Biddleford, Sle.. Proposition to organize a merchants' company to fight
trust.
Peoria:
Information
preparing
charging violation of state anti-trus- t
;j0,-(mm-

law.

Oshkosh, Wis., Appeal to attorney
general to take action on Increase in
price.
Ice trust again acJacksonville;
cused after acquittal of alleged members. One of the defendants tRis time
is prepared to g; to Jafi to permit of
a test by habeas corpus.
York, Pa.: Prosecutions

New Bedford,
Mass:
Board of
Trade, after Informal Inquiries, decided to tane no action.
Taunton, Mass.: City sealer investigating ice weights.
. Hackensack,
N. J.: Mass meeting
appointed t Jmmittee to lay matter before the coinfty prosecutor. Price is
70 cents.
Schnectady, N. Y., Council committee nmed to act against trust.
New Haven:
City sealer Investigating charges, of robbery through
false welgnt.
Hartford. Conn.: Court gives Btate
order permuting inspection
of Ice
trust books.
Lynn, Mass: Mayor proffers his assistance to the district attorney in
looking Into the metnods of ice dealers.
Worcestir, Mass.:
Special committee from the council reported adversely to establishing a municipal
ice 'plant, contending ihat the legislature cant confer the needed authority upon tne city. Ccuncil thereupon
voted that the myor investigate
whether there is any unlawful combination among the local dealers.
Mayor announces a plan
Detroit:
for municipal supply for city departments and to sell tne surplus To the
per pie.
Providence, R. I.: Board of Trade
names a special Investigating" committee. Action by the state government recommended.

W. E. Irvine has driven all the
stock on his ranch to the range nbl
far from Fort Wingate.
He was
obliged to move his stock because of
the cattle rustlers, better known as
catties thieves, who have for some
time been stealing from his herd.
h
About
of the Irvine cattle
were rustled before the cattle were OLD TIMER IS
GONE FROM ROSWELL
moved, which was a serious loss to
The oldest tree In the city of
l
In Self Defense
the owner. The thieves drove some
was cut down Thursday. It wa
Major Hamm, editor and manager of of the cattle Into Arizona where
an
Ky.,
immense cot'onwood on the propthe Constitutionalist, Emminence,
they were sold as beef.
erty of the Lea estate, at the, rear of
when he was fiercely attacked, four
years ago, by piles, bought a box of WILL RAISE BOTH
the office or Dr. C. M. Yater. It was
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, of which he
GOLD AND ALFALFA. cut down to admit the iigV Into Dr.
says: "it cured me in ten days and
United States Attorney Llewellyn Yater'g tfflce. The tree was not aa
no trouble since. Quickest healer of and Engineer H. H. Carter of the large as those on Main street north
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c geological survey spent several days of the Daily Record office, but the
at all druggists.
on the Parcha, below the lower box, late Captain Frank Lea had told many
says the Hillsboro Advocate.
Some people that he knew it to have been
say they were merely fishing, others the first tree in Roswell. He had
that there is a project on foot to put seen many deer and antelope drinking
In a large pumping plant to supply from the ditch that ran by the tree
two colossal enterprises one to re- in, the days when there was no town
claim several thousand acres of land here.
E
FOR
In falling ttie tree knocked off tae
lying between that point and cje Rio
Grande; the other, to throw water on chimney and broke a window of Ka.l
ILLUSTRATED
to the vast area of placer ground to Snyder's office. Mr. Snyder was forthe westward, where millions of vir- merly of Albuquerque.
gin gold lies undisturbed. A project
The End of The World
that can raise gold at one end of the of
troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
route and alfalfa at the other is certainly worthy of more than ordinary of Bear Grove, la., of an usefulness,
came when he began taking Electric
consideration.
Bitters. Ha writes: "Two years ago
kidney trouble caused me great suffCHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ACTIVE AT LAS CRUCES. ering, which I would never have surThe new bridge for the Paseo, near vived had I not taVpn
nit.
the Barrett place, has been com- ters. They also cured me of general
pleted. It is a very substantial debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
structure and is twenty-thre- e
feet liver and kidney complaints, blood diswide. At the point where this bridge eases, headache, dizziness and weakcrosses the Lus 'Unices acequiu the ness or bodily decline. Price 50c. Guarditch banks are qtii'e high, necessi- anteed by all druggists.
tating a large fill in order to estao-listhe proper approaches to the TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
bridge. Bids for this work are now
HELD IN WHITE OAKS
The Lincoln County Teachers'
being received by the chamber of
closed Thursday evening and
commerce.
Steps are being takni by ;tie cham- Friday occurred the regular examinaber of commerce looking to the send- tion for teachers' certificates.
This
ing of a proper exhibit of the products institute was a busy and Interesting
of the Mesilla valley ores from the one and no doubt will be of great
mines of the county, etc., to the A- benefit to those who attended. The
lbuquerque fair. This is an important regret Is that so many of the more
matter and the chamber of commerce experienced ones had dropped out and
should have th fnllesf fi - if itra lion not enough new ones have come to
of our citizens in it. Rio Grande Ite- - take their places to supply more than
It gives much valuable infor I'uuiican.
ha!f of the schools in the county. This
shortage prevails all over the terrination on the one thousand uses KINGSTON, N. M., IN
tory notwithstanding the greatly imof Borax in the Home.
THE CORN BELT. proved conditions in educational lines
heba 'lurst has struck his proper during the past ten years.
Low
gait. ILs 4Mm frim lifur k'intr.itfin wages and the indifference of parents
CONTENTS
says the Hi.Nboro Advocate, is both about sending their children to school
a beauty and a Joy, being higher
than regularly account for this, says the
Hew t9 Have a Clear Complexion.
t.ie fence and as even as a mown Outlook. Superintendent
A. B. Si roup
lawn.
He always knew that it took of the Bernalillo county schools and
Articles en the Hair ami Hands.
a preacher's ton to rai SH ill l fi it'll ii mt
President. E. J. Vert of the Normal
Borax bi the Launtfry, Nursery end call hogs intelligently. Slu-bVegas were among
should university at
ue induced to make
fttrn ,1 ..mi ii. the visitors.
Kitchen.
stration on the low l:imU .f ti,.. m..
Grande. Land would d"iibl in value
Williams' Indian I'll
Borax !n the Sick Rsom.
wi.l rure Uiiuii,
Sllr
in two years under the Hnr.it n,..ti,,.,i
E
ii1
Itching
Preservative Uses el Borax, eta.
of corn culture.
The bureau of In
It ftij.ioriiM the tumors.
dustry and son cu tine uli.mi,i t.. n
uuu)s the Itching bt tmr act
las IHHillli-einvert Instant re- means procure Slieba and his experi.
J r.
Ulmliis'IiulKii' I'jlt.'Oiht-lm;n- t
ence for the next two years.
l nrfnareti for Pi Ira untt irli.
lriff of the pruutti part.
Kvcry box id
i ne annual
corn dance comes off
w
urrunieti. iiv urwiri?-is- , oy uiu'i on
of prictv SM c, ul ami fl.uu. WILLIAMS
Of your dealer, or on postal request of it Kingston. Salnntav nlirlit Aniru.it
11. From reports the White Apaches MANUFACTURING CO.,
PaciSc Coast Botu Co., Chicago, XII.
"P. lf veUi,a,o'K
will mostly be in attendance.
FUR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
This is

Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. SoHUTZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOU IS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.

Boston: District attorney found the
whole business in one man's hands,
this laffiing indictment tor conspiracy. ialk of
ice plant.
Troy, N. y,; ice men's association
disliauuud.
Washington:
Ice trust officials
pleaded not guilty to indictments.
Hearing Sept. 1.
SIGNS

AND

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

EXCUSES.

Ice a luxury, not a secesslty.
Prices not extortionate.
Cost of manufacture increased.
Natural crop short.
Past, losses.
Higher prices prevent waste.
..No conspiracy Involved.
Are selling at a loss.
Could ask even more for Ice.
Higher prices less than shortage
warrants. Prices not as much
higher as
claimed.
Ice has been higner.
Creating fictitious famine.
Conspiracy.
Discrimination.
Giving short weight.
Unlawful conblnatlon.
Refusing to sell at a fair price.
Falling to live up to charters.
Raising the price repeatedly.
Boycotting individual consumers.
Restraining trade.
Mulcting ihe poor especially.
Holding up the supply.

HOW WILLIAM LEE DIED

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to nitntlon.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
,

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN
SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkote Roofing
..r

:.

0

:...

First and Marquette

...

With a coal stove you waste ten
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon it without heating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cook-er- y
unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a

CLIMBING

ro

GAS RANGE
You can be using one, getting all

the
beat you want, and still have the top
of the range cold within a foot of the
burner. The best proof that Gas

HIS DKATH.

Cookery is cool cookery. You appreciate It wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric
K

Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

The Albuquerque

s0000000
H. O'REILLY

IN THE
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This Book Is FREE

I
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& CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS'
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
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Ask your dealer
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

one-tent-
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But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

THE

Ros-wel-

ft '

A GIOMI.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

a very social affair, similar to our
harvest offerings. The pipe of peace,
plenty and happiness to all mankind
will be smoked under the famous
white arrow tree by the prominent
Many from Grant
medicine men.
county are expected, and they will
join with Sierra county braves in the
festival of the season.

GALLUP.

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
CATTLE RUSTLERS AT

Chas. Mellni, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated

i

Washingt n, August 7. All over
tiie United States Mr. Common People
is looking round for a rocK with which
to smite the Ice Baron. Fifty cities
already have taken some sort 'of a
step toward busting the ice trust
a case of brutal ingratitude when it
is known that the trust is paternally
doing everything it can to ameliorate
the suffering cf hunmanity.
In only a few cases has Mr. C. People thrown the dornick. These have
been indictments in Washington, Toledo, Cleveland and Jacksonville, Fla.,
while In St. Louis and in Hartford,
Conn., suits have been filed to take!
away the charters of ice companies.
In Toledo only has there been a trial
resulting in conviction. Jacksonville
is after them for a second time.
The first and for a long time the
only defense made by the ice combines was that, there wa a shortage
in the natural crop. This lame excuse was expected to serve even in
the vast territory where natural ice
Is totally lnsigniiicant
us a commodity.
Now the trusts have changed their
tune. They are whining. They have
elected to play the oaby act. Their
spokesman discover that ice has been
cheaper, that it costs more to produce ice, that there will be a famine
if the dealers do not stint the supply
on the market in some way, that the
profits are smaller, and other reasons
that are unconvincing as they are

.T..D. Eakin, President.
G. Gloml, Vice President.

1

vw-

-

JL'ST BEFORK TIIE DHuP FFII.L.
Here are two striking pictures bis prisoner on a boat and steamed
taken Just before Win.
negro, away to another part of the county.
was hanged in princes Anne county. The .second gallows wa- - hastily erecMaryland, the other day.
He was ted. In ihe first picture it will be
convicted and sentenced to death in seen that the tictnii was forced to
Baltimore.
The l.iw provides that climb to lii.s death, as best he could,
the execution shall take place In the there being no time in which to erect
county in which the offense was com- a stairway. He was photographed In
mitted
There were fears of lynch- at least ten different attitudes. Some
ing, or worse.
The sheriff erected of the pictures were taken Just as he
two gallows. One was in a remote shot through the trap, and when he
par; of the county. To that the crowd was In his cettin. The execution was
flocked. Meanwhile the sheriff took a success.

--

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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UNLOADING- SALE

Go' through the world with laughing
(Special). Between
mien,
D n't ever kick or growl,
hi and t'.un.iMnp Jambs will be fattened on peas about
It'll
no good, the world wags on
do
this town the coming fall and winter. This Is a conservNo matter how you howl,
r
to swear Just set your
K. B. Elllnwood. railway attorney and chairman
ative estimate based upon figures given by the leading When you
having
Jaw,
committer,
acre,
central
g
The
democratic
business.
Arizona
the
nu'ii engaged in the
By Several
Dollars. It
lon't ever curse or scoff.
through the Thoenix Republican expressed the opinion age of I as and pea and grain mixture exc eeds by 30 pe: Hut be like the ad you often read
agree
must be sold
some price. Go it
Wear "the smile that wont come
that any member of his committee who did not
cent that sowed last season, and crops are exception
cff."
Isaac
resign.
to
ought
an
and
summer
statehood,
must.
confound this sale
with him In opposing
ality fine this year owing to the cool
secthis,
in
well
is
purposes.
Ariz.,
known
who
irrigating
with
Harth of St. Johns,
of the
fake sales
abundance of water for
PROF. J. J. VERNON A 77
In the personal mention columns
tion, made the following caustic and unanswerable
This side issue to ordinary farming has developed
now
going
stores
So
on.
f.wwltn.r of the Ias Vegas Optic of .donday
reply:
like a fairy story for tne iarmers umn iau.u
appears
following:
the
this season merely plow over their
1
take
Sir: uelng a member of that committee,
"Prof. J. J. Vernon of tho Agrlcui- has become the groat Industry of the San Luis valley
upon
a
my
was
you
views
Park,
college
stock and then
to
at
all
Mesiba
ural
which
makes
pace
communicate
tne "weeds" with
a
to
at
this opportunity
and is enriching the farmers
Breathes there the man with soul ro
the
satisfactorily
solved
subject.
giddy.
It
has
clearance
that
cards.
sales are
but the steadiest
day night, en route east.'"
i m n native of Arizona and all my life has been problem of this, ne of the largest, lowest natural parks
Professor, t:s up to you to explain.
paper
sales
and
nothing
more.
of
Kient in an endeavor to promote the general welfare
the Rocky mountains, where certain disadvantages
state-,w- i In
will find here no tricks, no shams,
BLOOD'S STOMACH O. K.
this territory; and I have always regarded that
f.,- - v.,r
Ei.n.i-,to outweigh the advantages, looking
It is said mat when ostniastnr F.
u Hip rreatest boon that can ever come to us; and
offers
no strings tied to our
unfilled portion.
O. Blood swallowed that fly at Vegas
I have ever persisthently and consistently advocated the illst,:issionatelv over the
have always shone out in yesterday morning ho declared that
specific
facts
great
Two
as
state.
a
Arizona
of
admission
directly, a
It would be up again
valley; Its
favor of this mountain-locke- d
At the age of eighteen I was first elected a member
friend of his stetmeu in the postofflce
artesian
abundant
me
and
reached
easily
expel
now
an
and
you
would
climate
of the committee from which
as .he fly was "coming up" and
water supply and for even the most unsentimental can Just
- traitor to niv native territory. In IWt tne meson
:
exclaimed
no
scenery
setting
dema
not stand unmoved before such
tin1 matter, III ort, stomach
convention elected me ns a delegate to the National
vvnafs
in where excelled in the whole mountain region.
weak?"
ocratic convention and while at St. lxiuis I worked
secure
Of course, those settled upon the banks of the rivers
"Vea,i, noiiting," retorted Blood.
Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing and
union with the other delegates from Arizona to
and Didn't you just see how far it threw
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never
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that fly?"
easily watered from these streams have
statehood for Arizona. We were successful, as
money-makinknow, but I found that the delegates from the eastern thing to disturb the even tenor of their
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statehood
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work
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part of the remaining
for a while, after which lie handed j
AHer the convention, in traveling through some
nancy nnu pota over tho following "love story," or at
the eastern states, and meeting men who were informed out. of it. harvest fields of wheat, oats,
with
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collectively
which
conditions
But the worst of these
"A Picnic For Two,' "In Dear Old
of Arizona demand that we accept Jointure ;nnu mereto
mayhap ruin
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Ellinwood who wrote to Judge Harmon
pon which he has fed while performing his miracle stealing "Kisses" vvnen "I Got Mine"
"Though the Arizona delegation Is Instructed for Hearst,
i
' When Kate and I. Were Coming Thro'
I am personally acquainted with each member of the pon the land, and offers himself to tile niaiKet. at
mere tne Rye." Its getting late, "Dearheart'
delegation and assure you that they ate men of good er hundred weight: The farmers chuckle at the
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Although in all probability nearly
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we must be bound by the Instructions then given. The nient has been made and proved a success a mint
but
He's asking Satan, now. below.
convention of 1904 didn't Instruct us npon any point the farmer. He Is reaching out. year alter year pea
whatsoever. We were named solely as a committee to careful not to go beyond his depth, increasing his
assist In the election of our delegate to congress and elds, his lamb herds and his bank account.
The strange feature of thoso who remember how
to name the time and place for holding the next convention. The jointure question is not a political Issue, cheaply sheep could be bought a few years ago. Is that
chiefly or all .Mexican
It's an ill wind th't blows no trust
and even if it Is, we have no authority whatever to bind the farmer pays the sheep men young
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feeding and shipping can still sell at big profits, and the
Am I going to resign? Decidedly not.
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Mrs. Corey to mention Mabelle Gil- political opinion that I had at the time of my last elec greater fertility of the soil after the sheep have left it man's
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credible as It may appear to 'you, Ellinwood, my views tion to other and poorer land, to be made rich in turn
"Harold and Maude make a striking
perhaps you may win once
A brief account of the experiment and the neces
upon even this "treasonable" question of jointure are
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view of that fact I shall only regret that upon statehood, ket figures will le more satisfying to the statistician body calls It a fine match."
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friend Elllnwood, In your aeal against Jointure, cannot one of the best authorities upon sheep In the state, has show it to your wife. Two to one
wealth attracts some people; they
EASY TO REACH.
this to say upon the subject:
read me out of the democratic party.
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care
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feeding,
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"This new industry of lamb
Why do you want to have the members who are
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favor of Joint statehood resign? Haven't you a majority beginning a few years ago, has grown enormously and
quick.
understand that you are against
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
A large majority of the human
waists.
in the committee who are opposed to Jointure? Are you is now and probably will always be the most important the
I ve
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race are content to place their
Um no. not exactly.
afraid of the result of a vote in that committee? We business of the whole valley and one of the greatest of
CURES
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savings In a safe, unquestionable
pretty close to two or three, though.'
want statehood, Ellinwood, and we can't get it any other the kind in the state.
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sure
they
are
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bank where
Growth of Business.
way, and you know it. Come, let us mind our own busi
turns returns that are consistent
A New York real estate man fooled
In 1901 there were about 8,000 lambs fed in the val
ness. The reason of the failure in some people Is that
CURES DIABETES.
banking.
to
legitimate
700
taking
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with
into
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they are so busy minding other people's business that ley in 1902, 16,000; in 1903, 60,000; in 1904. 160,000; in Long
easily earn a per
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sums
get
Small
lots.
free
to
Island
CURES INDIGESTION.
they haven't time to mind their own. Let us meet and 1905, 430.000. This phenomenal increase has more behind reason the crowd numbered only uu
cent that pays. Careful men would
same the time and place for holding the next democratic It than the following fad or the impulse to get rich over was that the trains couldn t carry
place their money where the
rather
CURES DROPSY.
element of chance is eliminated
convention and leave the statehood question to the peo night. It Is a development forced by the necessities of any more.
per
upon
available
a
successful farming here, and hence It rests
and where the funds are
pie to vote upon at the election.
"Naturally, the men to whom you
at all times.
After all, Ellinwood, as the Republican says, "It is manent and enduring foundation. Years ago it was the
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alternate
Respectfully yours,
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
in holding your audience.
one grain crop could not follow another one success trouble
ISAAC BARTH.
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I never have any trouble,
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ALBUQUERQUE,
fully owlnir to neculiar conditions existing here. By the
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summer
method
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New Mexican: The Arizona
wavs leave that to the warden.
trip rates, good for thirty day.
joint statehood are still harping upon the fact that the raised but it was soon seen that It gradually decreased
who
The Chicago congressman
entire indebtedness of New Mexico, territorial, county, the fertility of the soil, and that some rotation of crops
city and school district, is greater than that of Arizona must be found which would not only restore and keep fought the clean meat bill Is tellingIs
They do not care to take into consideration that the ter up the fertility of the land, but would permit the crop his constituents that canned100meat
years
as good at the end of
ritorial indebtedness of New Mexico proper Is very much ping of all of the land every year. If farming were to Just
as at the end of 30 days. Perhaps tne
smaller than that of the sister territory, and that the be permanently successful and profitable.
It couldn't be any
man is right.
"Our nll la deficient In humus and nitrogen and of worse.
new state of Arizona, if created, will not need to bear
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nearpeas
most
we
found field
the burden of the county, city and Bchool district indebt all the leguminous family
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
"I thought you and your family
edness of New Mexico. They also fall to give heed to ly supplied the element lacking. They are more easily
the fact that New Mexico Is much greater in extent than and cheaply raised than wheat or oats; they restore were going to stay home and enjoy
this summer instead of
Is Arizona, has more than double the population of the quickly and increase the fertility of the soil. Now to yourselves
goine away to some crowded re
latter territory and three times its wealth. The present find a market for the crop. Although making fine hay sort."
d
tiut a
and unfair aspect of the question. They equal to alfalfa when cut in blossom, there was no mar
"That was our intention. But the
Courtesy and attention to
ket for it locally, neither was there for the pea grain cook
may win with such tactics but this paper hopes not.
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campaign of education is going on, which, if the voters of
few weeks, and we thought we'd bet
Arizona will but read and heed will bring about a dif and expensive to harvest
ter humor her.
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HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
"K. Sylvester and myself attempted to solve this
ferent result.
THE EEAUTIFUL
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
problem by feeding the pea hay to lambs In corrals, In Editor Miwt Anything:
AND INSTRUCTIVE
i have just taken up my profession,
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share the old man's millions. As neither he nor his an- the lambs into the unharvested pea field, and after the
Head "The Mahogany Hoe." That
cestors made one cent of those millions, the thinking pea grain was matured. The gains were better than very question comes up in the great
people of the country are wondering what right lie has to when he fed grain in the corral. You see then the pea story ;ind Is answered at length.
bis unele'B wealth. Evidently the nephew is a fool of crop could l,e allowed to mature on the ground and thus
"Wliy are you so anxious to reach
the first class. He ought to come out to Arizona where supply both liav and grain on the same ground, ami
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FAMOUS AMERICAN BALLOONIST
TO EXHIBIT IN ALBUQUERQUE

ence Samora against the dalil estate
ior $21.88, taxes alleged to have been ARTILLERYMAN
paid and which were alleged to nave
neen a dcot against Bad estate. wa
taktn under advisement.
AT

Twenty-Sixt-

Photographs of Prof. King. His
Wife and Linson.
PROGRAM

PREMIUMS

OF JERSEY

't between fl and 7 o'clock
the evening pitceding the day of exhibition. No animal (Itemed unworthy shall be awarded a premium, but
no premium shall be withheld merely
because
there la no competition.
Judges may award any premium according to the grade cf the animal.
Objections or protests musi be submitted to the superintendent In writing and uiKin which he shall have
full power to act.)

ly milked o

Knirmount park, Kansas City,
Sunday afternoon, Prof. Kins,
America's fanunia balloonist, and r E.
Unsorr, Knglnnd's champion hot-ai'balloon aseenslonlst, engaged In a parachute race that Is said by the Kansas City papers, to have hern one of
Iho most sensational aerial acts witnessed there in many seasons.
Professor King, together with his
wife and a trained monkey, has been
specially cnnagrd 1o give balloon ascensions and parachute races here durannual fair.
ing the twenty-sixtAt,
Mo.,

Lot

1.

null, 3 years old or over; first
premium, $Su; second, $40; third, 130.
2
Bull, 1 year old and tinder 3,
first premium, $10; second, $3; third.
1

h

$5.
3
Bull, 1 year old and under 2,
first prtmlum, $10; second, $5; third,

$5.

Hull under 1 year old calves;
first premium, $10; second. $3; third,
4

$"..
5

years old and over; first
premium, $2a; second, $15; third, $10.
6
Cow, 2 years old and under 3;
first premium, $20; second, vto; third,
Cow,

3.

$5.

Heifer, 1 ear old and under 2;
first premium, $15; second, $10; third
7

$5.

Heifer under 1 year old; first
premium, $15; second, $10; third, $o.
Lot , Exhibitor' Herd.
9 He-- d
to consist cf hull over 2
years old, at least two cows 3 years
old, one cow under 3 years and over
8

RETURN OF TERRITORIAL
TROOPS FROM AUSTIN ENCAMPMENT
PLANS NOW
UNDER WAY.

I'lans are under way here today
among the officers of nie First Regiment, National Guard of New Mexico,
to have a battalion Inspection and review of Companies E, of Old Town,
O, of this city, and the Silver City and
Eas duces companies, now at Austin,
Texas, but who are expected o arrive
In this city August 11 or 12, upon their
return ta this c'ty.
Governor Hagerman was communi
cated with this morning by telephone
in reference ti reviewing the troops,
but stated that wi.ne he was very
much interested in the territorial mui-taa- ,
and would like the best In the
e
world to be present to review
troops, he had made 'previous arrange
ments for those dates which, unless
something unforseen should happen,
would make It impossible to be here
on either cf those dates. He stated,
however, that the movement had his
hearty approval, and It Is more than
likely that tfie batta.ion inspection and
pai ado will be arranged.
The First Regiment band will probably be ordered out and the inspection,
parade and review will take place
shortly after the arrival of the companies mentioned in this city. It Is
planned to serve refreshments to i..e
troops in The Elks' banquet room after
the parade. Adjutant General larkington, Colonel John Borradalle, Coi. V.
H. Andrews, Major earce and other
officers will bo present at the review
ing stand, and the territorial troops
will have an opportunity oi displaying
some of the knowledge they gained at
the Austin encampment.
As yet the iull plans have not been
completed, but It Is more than likely
that full plans for the review will be
arranged prior to the return of the New
Mexico troops from camp Mabry, near
Austin.
SALVATION

ARMY SERVICES

Major Willis of oan Francisco, Cal
secretary of the Junior work, of the
Southcyn Pacific province of the Salvation Army, will hold meetings tonight and tomorrow night in the Army
hall in mis city and tomorrow night
the Juniors wi.i have tho meeting Wiethe following program:
Song
Audience
Prayer
Major Willis
Song
The Juniors
Twenty-thirPslatii
Clayds, Judy and Grace thultz.
Song
Lena Maples
Recitation
Minnie Maples
-

via

'Ti e

Ensign- Aim

Solo

Recitation
Lizzie Peterson
Instrumental Trlj
Liet. Smith, Ellen Peterson, Bruce
Bruce Ramsey.
Kccltatlon
Hllnier Teterson
Song
Winnie and Ethel Maples
Recitation
Lena ..aples
Mrs. M'ajor Willis
Solo
Uewey STSpiefe
Recitation
Song
.Tile Juniors
Recitation
Anna MapleB
Duet ...Eilen Peterson Anna Maples
Everybody cordially Invited "To at
tend these meetings.

TJT- -'
thn 'u Inn in ii
Photograph of Prof. King and Prof.
Linson in a Parachute Race at
Kansas City. Mr. King in
Her Balloon.
1

While exhibiting In Albuquerque Praf.
King will take the monkey up with
him, attach a small parachute to Mr.
.Monk, and cut both himself and the
monk loose at the same time that his
wife, in a separate balloon, cuts loose,
the race being to see who will reacu
earth first.
The accompanying Illustrations show
Prof. King and Prof. Linson making
their 'parachute race at Kansas City
Sunday. Mrs. King is still seated on
the cress-ba- r
of her balloon, preparing to cut loose the parachute, wliile
Prof. King and Linson can be seen
rapidly descending to earth, King In
the lead. The race was won by King,
as is evident by a glance at the Illustration. Linson lost valuable time after the signal sounded to cut loose
in endeavoring to dlsentagle his parachute.
The second Illustration shows Mrs.
King hanging to the cross bar of her
balloon by one band, 1,000 feet above
the earth.
King, his wife and the monkey will
make ascensions and parachute races
daily during fair week, and judging
from the press notices they have been
receiving, will be one of the main features of the many attractions to be
seen here from September 17 to 22
Inclusive.
The Kansas City Times, of Monday,
commenting on the race, says: The
double balloon ascension of Ted King,
an American aeronaut, and Edward
Linson of England was given at
park yeBterday. King outclassed his oppoasnt by more than
500 feet. King will make ascensions
the rest of the week at Fairmount
park.

CONCFMhG

A

Nearer View of Mrs. King in Her
Balloon, 1000 Feet Above the
Earth.

years, and one heifer under 2 and
over 1 year old; first premium, $50;
second, $40; third, $30.
Lot 3, Breeder'
Young Herd.
10 Herd to consist of one bull under 2 years old, 2 heifers 1 year old
and under 2, and two nelers under 1
year old, the largest number exhibited
to be considered In making the award;
first premium, $35; second, $20; third,
2

$10.

Lot 4, Calf Herd.
Herd to consist of one bull and
four heifers under i year old; first
premium, $25; second, $15; third, $10.
Lot 5, Get of one Sire.
12 Sire to
over 3 years old and
three or more of his get of either sex
exhibited; first premium, $25; second,
OTHER FAIR PLANS.
Different plans looking to the mak- $15; third, $10.
ing of the twenty-sixt- h
Lot 6, Produce of One COw.
annual ter- ritorial fair a grand success go on
13 Three animalB of either
sex,
apace at the fair association's head- the produce of one cow; first prequarters. The plans for the sending' mium, $25; second, viu; third, $10,
out of the advertising car have been
Lot 7, Grand Champion.
completed and the car, with J. B.
Only animals awarded first
prizes
in charge, will in all probabll-- ! in class rings eligible to compete for
ity, leive here on the morning of Au-- : championship prizes.
gust 13.
14 Hull, any age, diploma.
Charles E. Oleckler, superintendent
15 Cow, any age, diploma.
of the Jersey Cattle show, is working! 16 Heuer over 1 year old and unhard on his part of the exhibits, and der 2 years old, diploma.
states that he is receiving many comEntries of live stoc k will not be acmunications relative to the Jersey ex-- j cepted unless accompanied by breedhibit. the writers expressing their in-- ! ing of animals.
teutons of entering their stock 1n the
Entrance fee of each animal, $2.0'1.
show.
Stalls free.
Sixteen prizes, nggrcgiitiug $0j in
Exhibitor's ticket free.
cash premiums, together with three diExhibits must be in place noon, Sepplomas, will be awarded the success-- ' tember 18.
ful entries, as follows:
Kor further particulars write Cha.s.
PK EM I I'M LIST.
E. Oleckler,
Jersey
Superintendent
(All cows In milk must lie thorough-- ' Cattle bnow, Albuquerque, N. M.
Fair-mou-

11

.

-
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the child's guardian and ordered that
FEARS HER HUSBAND
she immediately file a bond of .ii us
MAY STEAL CHILD guardian, which will tie done, in her
divorce suit Mrs. Comstock aiieges
cruelty, ncR.eci and desertion.
E. COMSTOCK
AND MRS. tvlAMIF.
The final r ,iort t Carlos jipez y
APPLIES FOR GUARDIAN
ittiiz and Jose Jpez y Kulz, was tiled
OTHER PROBATE COURT
and Monday. September
set for me
NEWS.
hearing of the same.
In the matter of the cntatu of Because me fears lu r husband, C. do BiKlaracco, de 'ased, ci'atiou
was issued.
whom she is suing for divorce, will
'Die hearing ,f he filial report of
to kidnap iheir little
.
tuto Diecunianu and Norman L. Kem
duuglinf, llarUira Helen
Mrs. .uamie E. Comstock of merer, executors of the estate of Hubhis city, wife of Allien L. Com.itock, ert Hauschild, deceased, was c ruiu-!d to Monday,
formerly an eniniu-- r on the Santa Fe,
September 3.
The hearing of the objections to the
but now residing at Ev nsville, Ind.,
approval
yesterday arplied to tje prolatu court
of the Inventory oi the est
have her mother, Mrs. Barbara tate of Margarita Montoya de Armi-j21
was set for Monday, August i3.
Soiit.i
Helen Hatch, residing at.
vv'altcr street, tnis city, apioIiited b
The reKirt of the appriioeris c.rthe
esguardian of the child and lier
estate of Juan Salazar y Oterj
tate, pending the outcome of the diwas approved.
vorce suit. Judge Homero after conIn the matter of the estate of II.
sidering the case apjioiutt'ii Mrs Hatch J. Alxl, deceaKl, the claim of Flor- Coiif-stock-

.
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KILLED

PACE FIVE.

A. H. WYCOFF

CHARGED

DIGAMY

WITH

By Being Run Over By Gun

REVIEW IN ALBUQUERQUE

Annuai Fair.

h

CI1IZEN.

ALBUQUERQUEANS

M. H. Sabin was ticketed to town
from Albuquerque yesterday.
District Attorney F. W. Clancy came
to town irom Albuquerque yesterday
afternoon.
J. E. Hannum, representing
the
Continental Oil company, is up from
Albuquerque today.
John H. McCutcheon oi the Industrial Advertiser, came In from the
south on the early morning train.
Joshua S. Raynolds left for Albu
querque and El Paso this morning,
accompanied by
Raynolds,
fresh from a trip to Boston, Mass.
rMan
R. C. Dillon, traveling
for
Gross, Kelly & Co, out from Albuquerque, spent Sunday with his wife
in this city, returning to his post of
duty last night.
Harry Snupp, manager of the Ilfeld
wholesale house In Albuquerque, spent
the sabbatn at thu paternal roof In
Las Vegas, being accompanied to the
city by a blushing bride of a few
days. Las egas Optic.

CORNELIO

GABALDON FINED

FOR ASSAULTING MRS. BRUNO

Because hf
ed Mrs.

i?ot

drunk nml Assault

Teresa Bruno, of Barelas.

on

last Friday, Cornelio Gabaldon will
have to nav a fine of $15 and the costs

of a, trial.
This was the verdict of the Jury.
which listened to Mrs. Bruno's case
In the justice of the peace court in
precinct No. 5 this morning. Judge
W. C. Heaeock Drosecuted the case.
MEMBERS

OF ICE EXCHANGE'
INDICTED IN PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia. Aug. 7. The grand
Jury today found true bills against
fourtetn members of the Philadelphia
Ice Exchange, charged with conspiracy to increase the price on Ice. i he
defendants will be prosecuted jointly.
Spelter.

St. Louis, Ails:.

$j.!.

7.

Spelter,

quiet.

TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
TO STOCK
FOR NEXT
WINTER.
W. H. HAHN & CO.
On

den

A Money Saving Event.
Thursday, August tith, i lie

Kule

lry

Goods

Co., will

Gol-

start

their famous Cash Clearance Sale,
you know what these sales mean. A
great money saving event f r you.
lxiu't fail to come.
See our
ad in this paper tomorrow fur
two-pag-

e

hai'g.iiiis.

TOO LATE

TO

CLASSIFY

Plain sewing to do. iOS
Noi'ii Second street. Mrs. W. Young.
WANT1'1
Four bell bo s at the Al- varadu hotel; not under fourteen.
FOR RENT
Three room moderu
Barn, corral
cottage, furnished.
l.o.'l North
and chicken house's.
WANTKI

street.
o
liuii't think mat piles an't

c
be cured.
Thousands of ol.stitr.He eases have
eeu cinvd by Doau'x Ointment, Tin
ciits ul any drug store.

Opening of Skating Rink, Monday,
2:30 p. m. Fine orchectra.

"She Never Was My Wife" Is
the Reply of the
Accused.

Fifteen

Carriage-Di- es

Minutes Later.
NEW

MEXICO

BOYS PKAISED

GOLDEN

MAKKIACE

)

ODD CHAIRS

BY WIFE

MAY HOLD BATTALION

UPON

During the

EVENING

We place on sale a big
assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at k reduction of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest,

SECRET

A dispatcu from Camp Mabry, near
With a woman who for years has
Austin, Texas, where tne .cw Mexico been known as his wife and who still
militia, together with t'lie militia from 'claims him as her husband, living In
Arizona, the regulars and troops frcm
A. H. Wycoff, nn attorney,
other states, are now in camp, says: was quietly married to Mrs. Mary 1.
Private Sandy McBurney of Battery Moore at Golden last month, says the
B. Fort Sam Houston, Texas, was run iH'nver Post. Mrs. Wycoff No. 1, who
over and Instantly killed while man-- ; until yesterday knew nothing of thp
euverlng with his company on a hill- - marriage of the man she says Is her
side here, Monday. McBurney lost his """hand, recently endeavored to have
balance while riding on the'gun
arrested, charging that he
llane, was thrown to the ground and tried to assault her with a hatpin,
filially Injured by the wheels of the
The woman who claims to be the
heavy carriage passing over his b idy. rightful Mrs. Wycoff says that her
He was conscious up to tho time of husband has committed bigamy and
t
his death, which occurred fifteen
she will be able to prove that she
utes after the accident. This, the first was married to him in Albuquerque,
serioas net 'dent to occur Mnee thelN. M., In 189.
308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. AT.
cam; wan f ib,' eptnb'.U.i. d. has cast
The attorney says that Mrs. Wycoff
a gloom over the maneuvers, as Mc-- No. 1 was never married to him and
Burney was very popubir with all that no record of marriage can be
found anywhere.
mllitiamea who knew him.
The first Mrs. Wycoff. says that
The militia from New .Mexico has
arrived and is In camp here. Company she married Wycoff in good faith
A, of the Territorial Guard, will carry although she admits that she has not
tho colors. r . l.ucero has been ap- - yet been able to find any record of
pointed assistant quartermaster of the the wedding. She says that Wycoff
regiment. The New Mexico boys are told her when he married her that
receiving much praise from regular the laws of .New Mexico did not
officers here for their soldierlv quire a marriage license, and the
and discipline-- , they having emony was performed for them
when eiie and Wycoff
the olllcers by the ream-- ' "t omtrouble, Bhe says, he told her
ness w ith which they went into man-- i
euvers, performing ail military worktnat tho marriage had been a farce
l
faith
as though accustomed to it all thelr."t having wedded him in
sne insists tnnt sue is r'.s lawnu
lives.
The Arizona troops have also ar- wife,
Wycoff
A week or two ago Mr
rived, and are In camp along with the
Lucius
militia from other states and the reg- filed complaint with Secret
ulars. The health of men and officers Hoyt of the Colorado Bar a iclation,
In
seeking to have him de.i i: red.
continues good.
Colo. Phone Blk 93
this complaint she alleged that he
Auto. Phone
had deserted
her for Mrs. Mary
Moore, at whose house, 1243 Glenarm,
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
he had been staying. Mrs. Wycoff
did not know at that time that her
Mrs. John Mnlzcnbackcr and chil- husband had been married. She says
dren of 920 Norlh Second street, have hat J. T. Norton, the law partner of
gone to Moriarty to visit friends a few Wycoff, told her some time ago that
Wycoff and Mrs. Moore
had been
weeks.
Mrs. W. P. Gilpin and Miss May J118""10'1 Ju,v - 'Ut hat as her
pfore an8erteil that
on,ce
sisters of Engineer Sam- - ,band
,;a1 mKil Mrs Moore last
uel Livingston, of COS South Second
e
left this morning for their "mber and it had been proven
at Emporia, Kas, after having tnl?' she 'lid not believe the Mary. s
.that Wycoff
Mrf- - w'c"" Ba;9
witnessed their brother safely married
Moore makes him a
to
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
to Miss Odie Rousch. whic h took place
bigamist, as he never secured a dl- at Winslow last week.
1 UK UAK. Steel Ranges.
vorce from her. She herself filed a
Alessandro MatteuccI of the P rto 8Uit
divorce several years ago,
iuco saioon. uiu Aitiqu rque, receiv - .gho said, but later withdrew It.
ed notice today that he had been apThe defendant was at one time a
pointed New Mexico agent for the Na- prominent nttorney of Albuquerque,
GO. . 117 Gold Avenue
tional nail road and Steamship com- but went to Denver about five years
pany, which authorizes hint to sell ago.
tickets to all parts oi the world, especially Itally.
Don't Dlsput with a woman,
MANEULIT0 NtWS
The annual fiesta of the IsUta InEspecially,
if eh 6 tells you to order
dians occurs August 'in. City folk
FROM CORRESPONDENT
sack of
who have never had an opportunity
'
EMPRESS FLOUR.
of seeing anything oi this kind, should SAYS TARR'S NAME IS NOT FARR
certainly avail themselves of this
Make no excuse, (U you should for
ARTISTS THERE NAVAJOS
get the order), that you could not
It's very convenient to
HOLDING THEIR DANCES
take the flyer, which leaves the city
And it, for every
fcTOoaci
at 11:25 a. m., down to the village and Manuelito, N. M., Aug. 6. A short
handles EMPRESS. You Trill always
return on the evening train, which time ago Manuelito was visited by
find good bread, good biscuits, goo
reaches the city at C:4o o'clock.
pary end moat Important of aJX
one of the old time operators, George
(rood cheer to greet you when yo
The Misses Mary and Ethel Pulllam L. AndrewH, who left the road at the
come borne for your dinner. Try it.
of Nashville, Tenn., who have been time of the last strike and went Into
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Emprasa al
the guests of their uncle and nunt, business for himself In Douglas, Arli.
Mr .and Mrs. J. H. Hatcher, of 403 At present he and his Mexican partall ether.
North Fifth street, since Saturday ner, both custom house brokers, are
night, expect to leave this evening among the most prominent citizens of
for their home. The Misses Pulllam Douglas. Mr. Andrews, after stopping
have been on a visit to California a day with Agent Tarr (this name Is
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
relatives and stopped off here while not far, but, tar, the black, sticky
stuff used by sailors) left for his
returning to Tennessee.
home in Colton, Cal.
There was no meeting of the city
Mr. Gllworth and Mr. Swift, both
council last evening, owing to the succeeded in obtaining car loads of
number of aldermen now absent from horses, which they shipped east from
the city. The plans of the new city Gallup, and it la rumored they Inbuilding, and an ordinance that Build- tend returning for another lot, as does
And Careful Dispensing, go to
'
ing Inspector Whltcomb Is very anx- also Mr. Snider, who 'was more sucThe Busy Little Drug Store
ious to get through, are being held cessful in buying the Indian ponies
up awaiting a meeting of the counthan he was last summer.
at
Railroad Avenge
cil, which in all probability will not
During the past two weeks several
place
take
until the end of August.
trips Into the mountains have been
Captain Roy McDonald received a made by the Manuelito young people
telegram from El" Paso this afternoon and enjoyed immensely.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Aldrich of Galsent by Captain Andreas', of the El
Paso Bankers, saying "Can't come lup spent last Saturday forenoon in
next Saturday; have games here for Manuelito, looking over Navajo blankSaturday and Sunday with Morencle." ets, with Mr. Clark of Albuquerque,
Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenno,
An effort was tieing made to get El who is connected with the Benham Both
Paso here for games on Saturday and company of that city.
I
TO BE PERFECTLY HAPPY
Miss Margaret Evans of Winslow
Sunday, but of course ttrTs knocks the
spent a few days during the past
proposition.
top
your
corn
off
all
creature
other
visiting her brother, Pryor
forts with a rattling good cigar like
Superintendent Stroup of the coun- fortnightof this place.
the famous White Lily. There' m
ty schools has returned from a visit Evans,
sister-in-laAgent Tarr arof
The
smoke for you! Clear Ilaranna Allen
to eastern New Mexico, during which rived here last Saturday morning
(no scraps or "Bhorts"). The wrappen
time ho visited numerous school dis- from Millstone, Wis.
She intends
is carefully and artistically "rolled."
tricts, for the purpose of investigating making a stay of some duration as
The White Lily looks well, smells
their conditions and methods. He re- she has not seen her sister for thirty
ditto and the way it makes a fellow
ports finding a spirit of progress and years.
feel! Yet, 5 cents buys one, $2.00 a
every where In eastNavajoa have held a succession
The
box of 60 any color or strength you
ern New Mexico, aud that all the of tribal dances in the surrounding
want. Smoke a White Lily end be
schools are being conducted on a hills in the past month. Two of them
happy- business basis.
,
were attended by the Manuelito young
Many hunters are out daily now folks and two strangers, a Mr. Willslaughtering the turtlo doves, and as iams of Winslow, who spent two
a result the birds are forming the pleasant weeks here, and a Mr. Johnchief menus of many tables.
The son, an artist of some repute, who Is
113s WEST RAILROAD AVENUaV
doves are reported to be exceedingly making a tour of the west for the
western
wild, but at that the hunters seem purpose of photographing
to bag plenty of them. Some there scenes. Some of his work may be
are who seem to think that the turtle; seen In tho July number of the Cos- - T
dove season opens too early, as it is mopolitan
Both Mr. Johnson and Mr. Williams
said that many of the doves killed
left last week, the one for California
contain eggs.
In MassachuA warrant was
Monday by the other for his home
setts.
Justice of tho Peace Jose Maria Gar
The telephone
The telephone preserves your
makes the
Mr. Pcrdy, roadmaster on the seccia, upon the complaint of Juan Pino,
lighter,
health,
prolongs your Ufa and
of this city, for tho arrest of Richard ond district, spent an afternoon in
cares
duties
less,
the
Huber, a member of the mounted po Manuelito quite recently.
protects your home.
and the worries fewer.
lice. The warrant charges Huber with
The proper place to spend your af"unlawfully and feloniously handling
a deadly weapon towards him, said ternoons and evenings, The Skating
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
Juan Pino, and also t threatening to Rink, Second floor of Elks' building..
Kill the said Juan Pino."
The warrant was handed to the sheriff of the
county for service. Judge A. J. Abbott will net for tho prosecution In
the absence of District Attorney E. C.
LP TO DATE SIGNS
Abbott, who Is In Austin, Tex., with
the detachment of the New Mexico
?
Fines! Whiskies
National Guard. New Mexican
208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.

Albert Faber

niin-jtha-

Railroad

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

re-ar-

''!

PILSJENER BEER

-

go-),-

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

f

292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS

4-

CAMPING OUTFITS

No-stre-

i

and Ranges.

Agt. LHAK

fr

BORRAOAILE

&

flrfrt-cl&-

'

M. BERGER,

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
U7Wtst

The Williams, D tig Company
THE BLUE FRONT

w

,

A.

J.

RICHARDS

I Convenience - Comfort - Security

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

A. LUCERO

T.

0000000000000C
FRENCH BAKERY I
213 WEST RAILROAD

STEVENS

&

IJIfKAI)
Better

Than

Home-Mad-

) JOSEPH
I

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Wines, Bran dies, Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

TO THE LADIES:

FINK LINK OK
Always

20

BARNETT,

9

CMC MS
e.

The St. Elmo

oeoeoeoe

s

AVE.

aoWYER, Proprietors

Ill'TTKU NUT

i

Hi

Imperial Laundry Co.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

ocoooKeKe)CoeeKoKeKo;

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Shi.t Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
and will deliver them to yoa la a nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Poitofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 148.

cor-rt-ctl- y

on Hand.

--

3

I

i

0
B

ALBUQUERQUE
ARTES'A

GOVERNOR

WELLS NOW

TO SEND

DELEGATES

SPOUT OIL AND WATER

Interest

In

me new oil field south

Is conservatively estimated

that

five
ncres of land have been lo

thousand
cated as mineral claims within the
!ast ten days, a good ileal of it "y
parties of this city. It Is useless to
etate tht .he land up n which tne oil
was found has increastd In value. Mr.
Swingle nought the 160 acres from
Bert Rohv some months ago with the
well on It lor $25 per acre and it
is one of the riches pieces of agricul
tural land in that section. It Is be
tween tne north prong of Seven rivers
and wnat is known as "Four Mile
draw and near the abandoned reser'
voir.
A party tf Artte.i citizens, tne Auvocate editor among tnem, visited the
well Tuesday afternoon, and satisfied
themselves that the oil is in evidence.
How much of if, is a different question. Another hole will have to be
drilled and the oil ca:ed off from the
water before the value of the find is
Tne wel Is an artesian
determined.
flow and a big one? yet there Is enough
oil coming out to lend an oil oder and
taste to the water and there Is main
tained a liberal scum on the ditches
that flow into h.e field.
Some experts claim the oil is a su
perior quality, and that the hole Is a
'Paying proposition If it was possible
to handle It. A company of Eddy
county capitalists are now organizing
to bore another hole by the side of
the old one and they confidently ex
pect a gusher. Ie--t us -- ope they will
not be disappoinfeuVfor the Pecos vai- ley needs a cheap Tuel supply worse
than most anything - Jht now.
.

National League.
At New

York

R. H. E.

7
New Yorn
1
3
Denver
14 1? 3
Batteries Brown and Kling;
Taylor and Bresnana
At Boston
R. H. E.

Pittsburg

a

7

1

0 5 3
Boston
Batteries Liefield and Pyitz, Dor-ne- r
and Needham.
Second game:
R, H. E.

Pittsburg

7 12

2

Boston
3 9 6
Batteries Leever and Gibson;
and Needhaci,
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Cincinnati
0 4 3
Brooklyn
2 6 1
Batteries Welmer and Livingston,
Scanlon and .Bergen.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
St. Louis
4 8 0
Philadelpnta
2 6 1
Batteries Brown,
Rhoades
and
Marshall; Rickle, Donovan and Dooin.
R. H. E.
Second game;
5
1
1
St. Louis
Philadelphia
7 u
4
Batteries Beebe and Noonan, Lush
and Dooin.
Lin-dama- n

i

INTEREST

m

.11

Have The Evening Citizen for- warded to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
LouLsvllle
. :
' If you
are now a paid up sub- . 4
Kansas City
V scrtber, please let us know when
At Columbus
you
order the paper forwarded,
Columbus
and aUo let us know If you de-- 4
6
St. Paul
9
slre.it stopped at your home ad- - '
Second game:
dress. Be careful to give post- - 4
2
Columbus
office, hotel or street address, in
2
St. Paul
all cases.
Called at the end of the eleventh
inning on account of darkness.
At Indlanapclls
First game;
Stomach Troubles "and Constipation.
Indianapolis
0
iso one can reasonably hope for
2
Milwaukee
good digestion when the bowels are
Second game:
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
Indianapolis
III., says: "I suffered from
Milwaukee
chronic constipation and stomach tru- hies for several years, but, thanks to
GOOD GOLD IS
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabFOUND NEAR GALLUP. lets, am almost cured." Why not get
William Yisner, Mrs. Yisner and a package of thpse tablets and get
Mr. Carpenter, who have leen out well and Etay well. Price 25c. Samprospecting .returned Monday from ple free. For sale by all druggists.
They prospected the
their trip.
TAKE A PLUNGE
country near Calientl some distance
the
to the south of Gallup, Bays the Re
SWIMMING POOL.
publican. At a point seven miles
from the mountain called the Moun 504 North10 First Street. Open Daily,
a. m. to 10 p. m.
tain of Gold, they located several
are
which
claim, on
there
The Intense itching characteristic
two well defined ledges of mineral of salt rheum and eczema Is Instantly
bearing quartz and talc. Mr. Yisner allayed by applying Chamberlain's
brought several samples of the ore Salve.
As a cure for Kin diseases
home with Mm und If appearauces go this salve Is uneqtialel. For sale ny
for anything the ledge Is undoubtedall druggists.
ly very rich in gold bearlug rock.
While they were opening up their
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL
discovery a party representing Santa FOR
NEXT WINTER.
SUMMER
Fe capital visited them and took PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGsamples of Visner's ledge stating that UST ONLi. W. H. HAHN 4 CO.
it wa3 the most promising prospect
lie had Been in that district and that MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
PILLS
it there was any gold in the country
W
Tut'jr ovri'oin
n1
it would 1e found in the formation
Ity mul uiulKaluiia.tlicit u.t-- irf tr
f in. ntt
and baiiirli " (uiii
such as the Yisner party located.
tf
llull " 1 l,vy
Mi sttlttf I1
lir
Con. Gonzales of this city in company
uta.iirf
vvniiiaubua.
li'Kirltt
vcloi'iiic lit of ur.4iia Mlttl biy. No
with the Santa Fe people is thoroughkuniu rt'iiif.ty fr li mum 1Kb
rtul ; the in. i it n
ilu trcn
ly prospecting the whole district.
l f i iM K0TX CHEMICAL C0..i'i.4,O.
Everybody should enjoy the latest
KUK SALE 13Y
ANN & SUN.
popular fad, skating. .Elks' bill room.

September

a EN OR BRINGAS.
Portico fr m which Senor Bringas
a ravishing view. Absolutely
the only pleasure of a hopeless,
cursed existence.
en-Jo-

THE TAINT OF
SENOR BRINGAS.

DAUGriTEti OF SENOR BRINGao
Ine hospital service saw to It that
the millionaire went through in strict
quarantine, 'me passage was Iik
that of a funeral train silent and
gloomy. The wife and daughters were
aboard with Brlnga, but kept them
selves secluded.
Burn What He Uses.
At the port :f Yera Cruz, Bringas
engaged cabin 'passage, new carpets,
new rugs, new furniture and every
thing new to e Installed In the cabin
when he left it. Everytning he may
have touched will be burned, and tnis
millionaire's money will pay for it.
He had also to agree that, he would
not leave his room during the voyage.
Hi3 meals werel aid at his door,
in
his confinement he coulo hear the
other passengers enjoying themselves
at will, many, pernaps, with barely
euougn m?ney to pay their passage
across the. water.
Worse Than Dead.
At home, Senor Bringas' wife and
daughters, except for conversation,
are as strangers to him. He wears
rubber gloves for handling file tableware when he eats. He always wears
these on his decaying hands.
His
clothing he removes himself and takes
underclothing
he
care of Tiimself. His
burns when he removes It, for noliody
will wash it. Although exercising all
the functions of life, he is worse than
dead.
Senor Bringas' friends say that he
wishes to die if he cannot soon be
given relief for be knows that he is
making pr.soners oi his family. For
fear that the awful diseasp may have
spread, "friends cannot but shrink
from tiieni.
Where the wealthy Mexican contracted leprosy he cannot tell. It is
supposed that It was probably In cne
of his m.nlng camps, where the
scourge is not unknown among tne
Chinese coolie labor.

Senor Bringas for 15 years has
been deserted by ail but his fam- lly.
Yet
his two beautiful
daug..iers know not his fitherly
caress and his wife Is denied his
4 kiss. Tne humblest peon on the
vast estate fondles his loved
ones, but to this millionaire .t
forbidden. He U unclean
i Isunclean
with Teprcsv.
5
4 e i
fi
f 4

t

t

t

i t i

t

Special Correspondence.
EI Paso, Tex., Aug. 7. I.Ike King!
a
40,
Midas of old. J. M. Brlnga.s,
Mexican mining magnate,
dare not
touch his dearest ones. Cjold Is heap-- i
ed on every side of him his gold
but contact with him Is a curse. Senor
Bringas is a leper.
The Mexican knows that the disease
is incurable. He has spent a million
dollars in vain, but. in desperation, he
orfers $5,000,000 to anyene who will
cure him.
After seeking relief everywhere in
Mexico, he Is now In Europe, appealing to the great specialists of the old
world.

Tney would not cell him a tlcKst to
Guaymas, so he lought a train.
He purchased a private car, fitted it
elegantly, and then hired his own locomotive and engineer.
An Act of Mercy.
But, another obstacle was encountered. To get to Yera Cruz, or any
other port to take a steamer, he would
have to pass through the United
States. The bars are up against lepers
everywhere, poor and rich alike.
Final. y. however, the United States
marine hospital sirvlce consented to
let him enter this country at Nogales,
Ariz., terminus of the Sonera railroad,
and travel through Arizona and New
Mexico, to El Paso, and
Mexico, if tne Mexican government would
agree In advance to take him bacK.
This was arranged, and then the mar- -

1

906.

GET WATER

.T2.
gjiilgCa
Interest on the entire $22,000,000 bo ld
Issue.
The first construction work will be
the building of u
plant on Cottonwood creek, at a cost
cf $250,004), which will furnish the
power to drive the drills in the tunnels, to run the ventilators, remove
the debris, excavate the ditches, mix
the, concrete in short to uuild one oi
the most momentous and daring water d livery systems in the vorld.

'

E

RAILROAD
'

'

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

TIME-TABL-

(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:61
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart

Comrades, Attention 7
Right

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one

IS

T. M. PURDY, Agent

Westbound.
California Express, arrives 7: SI

No. 1,
p. m., departs 8: 15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. in., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs 1:45
p. m.

,

No. 27. El Paso
P. m.

&

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:j
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PTJRDY, Agent.

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

Eastbound.

3

OwCNi

No. 426.

R1VCK.

4 4 4 4

V

Source, Owens river.
Distance from Los

3:00am
4:35am
7: 30 am
12:51pm

miles.
Estimated erst, 22.4!)4.tM)0.
Time for completion, 3 years.
Capacity of conduit. 30,tn)0
miner's inches.
New land that can be irrigated,
100.4HH) acres.
Miles of tunnel, 17.
Miles of conduit, 140.
Men to be employed steadily,
5.O00.

I.os Angeies, Aug T. The nlan to
bodily capture the dishing mountain

t

Average spted of water flow,
milts an hour.
ft A

t t tAAA

t
A
loO-foo-

d

i

-

i

ls

.e-- .

I-

-

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

ll:05pu

At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertoi

and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
a. S. UAKNEY. Traveling Freight
nd Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Denver, Colo.
o

On

II

No. 425.

Connections.

Sierras, the water frrm the river with a
t
reams f the
guide them iMi) mlies across moundam 37 miles abeve the lake, at
tains and dtsert into the thousands of an elevation of 3S"S feet above sea
level. There are several natural reserhomes 01 I.os Angeleans, pronounced
voirs in tho vicinity.
a
was
as
engineering
an
feat
sriat
It will be necessary to build 17 miles
ever attempted is now almost certaiu
through solid
of Hxli foot tunnel
to lie put to the teat.
The tunnelniK will
A bomi issue of $1.5o0.ooo has been Krani.e mountains.
,,iipi.hu if ualHr,111111 ""'i' lilt tunc iv innti v uuiui
vol.. i..
tiaiits and the city practically btands ""' enure hjs.eui.
c mmifed
Forty miles will bo along hill sides
kj the expenditure of at;
'i.
to turn the Owens and the remainder will require only
.iu
nvcr and irs tributaries into Ima An-- ' the excavation 'f a ditch with the
steam h vel, building n the conduit
seles hydrants within five years.
I.os Aimeies at tho rale it id grow-- , and covering It over ngain.
iii
Snperinicndelit Mulholland, who Is
now will ,e thirsty by that time!
if n
Ions before. The city now de- in chaise of the project, sas tint the
fallinss ,f the Immense flow through
peiids m the
Angeles river.
nver. with a daily flow of a 14 foot cnannel a quarter ot a mile
t)itis
4
ri,,,is now Hinoties Into w ill develon 90.4HH) horsepower, w hich
Liii'm
:, proposed to divert when to.u, will more than pay the
ti.Mus U
snow-cappe-

Westbound.
Stations.

9:40 p m
7:00 p m
Eepanola
1:26 p m
11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p m
3:00pm
Barranca
11:36 p in
4:02 pm
10:29 p m
Servilleta
4:32 p m
10:00pm
Tres Pledras
6:45 pm
8:10 pm
Antonito
8:30 p m
6:40 a ra
Alamosa
2:11pm
12:26pm
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.

Angeles,

240

m

DINING
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

Effective December 10,1905
51TC ON

for the round trip. Tickets on sale
Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of GO cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

7: 45 p. m.

...SANTA FFbRANCII...
T?- -

d

Rate J33.25
Aug. 10 and 11.

Southbound.
train, departs at 12:35

240 MILES AWAY

t.AM

Face-Forwar-

of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

D.5R.GL$y$tem
WrrT--

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a centary,
bat nothing like this.

THIRSTY LOS ANGELES TO

t

v

7th to 22nd,

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Race.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e

t

m

1

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

"

f

FAR

ALBUQUERQUE

NOTICE TO 8UM- MER WANDERERS.

American Association.
. 1

MEW MEXICO

In response to
O. C. Pardee

'The work being done and under
contemplation
by
the government
through its reclamation service will
be one of the main tonics .or discus.
slon at the coming meeting.
Since
considerable work is being done and
Is to be done by this service in New
Mexico the 1906 session will be found
4 of great interest to our people. I am
New YorK
8 14
b 9 3 anxious to have men at this convenSt. Louis
Chesbro,
Clarkson, tion, w ho will protit by it and who will
Batteries
Orth and Kleinow; Iicwell, Jacobsen do whatever
It necessary for the
safeguarding of New Mexico's extenand Rickey.
R. H. E. sive interests in this . ne."
At Cleveland
11 2
Cleveland
0 7 1
Boston
Galveston's Sea Wall
Sullivan; makes life now as safe In that city as
Batteries Joss
end
Coomues, Coakiey and Schreck.
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
wno resides on Dutton street,
in
Western League.
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
R. H.E. fsfety. He writes: "I have
At Pueblo
used Dr.
11 18 1 King's New Discovery
Pueblo
for eonsumn- b 10 2 tlon the past five years
Sioux City
and It keeps
Kennlcke; me well and safe. Before that time
Batteries Miner and
Newiin and Freeze.
I had a cough wnlcu for years had
game been growing worse. Now
At Omaha Omaha-Lincolit's gone."
postpones on account of rain.
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
R.
H.
E.
At Denver
whooping cough and prevents pneu
14 17 3 monia,
Denver . . .t
neasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
10
14
0
Moines
Des
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
Paige.
Wright,
Adams 50c and $1. Trial fcottle free.
Batteries
and Wiegardt; Gllien and dexter.

Minneapolis
At Louisville

Mexican Mining Magnate Dare Not Touch His
Wife and Children--- A
Living Death the
Fate of Senor Bringas.

Me-slll- a

Toledo-Tol- edo

7, 1906.

TO BE CURED OF LEPROSY

Ir-

American League.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
4 12 0
Detroit
Washington
5 9 2
Batteries Donahue and Warner;
Falkenbers,, Smith and Wakefield.
At St. Louts
R. H.E.

At

TUESDAY. AUGUST

TO BOISE

a letter from Govern
of California, presl
dent of the National Irrigation con
gress. which meets September 3 at
Itolse, Idaho, Governor Hagefman has
appointed delegates To the con
Before naming them, he as
Kress.
certained as far as possible that all
who were chosen for this Important
duty, would attend the convention.
The delegates named are: Santa Fe,
L. Bradford ITlnce! Ias Vegas, R. E.
Twltchell. D. C. Winters. Dr. F. fc.
Olney; Albuquerque, Herman Blueher,
M. I.
George L. llro ks; las Cru-e- s,
Brown, W. A. Fleming Jones, Major
Clay on. A. W.
H. H. Llewellyn;
Thompson; Aztec, E. P. Wilson; Raton; Charles Springer; Cur'sbad, F. G.
Tracy; Roswell, L. K. Mctlaffey;
Park, Luther M. Foster.
Delegates to be Chosen by Others.
Other delegates from New Mexico
are to be appointed as follows:
The mayor of each city of lees than
25,0()D
population, 5 i.elegates;
tfte
mayor each city of more than 25,1.00
population, 10 delegates; each board
of county commissioners, 5 delegates;
each chamber of com erce, lioard of
trade, commfrclal club, or real estate
exchange. 2 delegates; each organized
irrigation, agricultural or live stock
association. 2 delegates; each society
of engineers, 2 delegates; each irrigation company, Immigration society
or agricultural college, and each college or university having chairs of
hydraulic englneer.ng or forestry, 2
delegates.
The lollowing are delegates by virtue of their respective offices:
The president and members of his
reprecabinet; ine duly accredited
sentatives of any torelgn nation or
colony; the governor of any state or
territory; any member cf the United
States senate or house of representatives; members of any state or territorial commission.
In speaking of the National Irrigation congress and Its work Governor
Hagerman said:
Wants Delegates to Attend Congress.
"I have taken pains lo relect citizens who I thought would be In position to attend this congress and who
at the same time would be capable
of filling the duties required. It Is
my earnest desire that all the delegates to this convention will be tne
best men from each community and
that all wi.. attend. I understand that
a movement Is already on foot to bring
the next session or the session In 1908
ta New Mexico and I trust that this
will be accomplished.
This irrigation
congress means much to ihe people of
the southwest. At its sessions, ques
tions of Irrigating and irrigation farming are brought up and discussed by
some of the brightest and best in
formed men in the country.
Besides the memlers of the Gov
ernment
Reclamation service. The
officers of the interior department and
otner slnil.ar officials, a number of
United States senators and represen
tatives are deeply Interested In this
congress end attend its annual

vest of Arteiia continues unalmted or
It

HAGERMAN'S

CITIZEN.

WOULD GIVE FIVE MILLION

Fully Five Thousand Acres Idaho, to Attend National
rigation Congress Sep-.- ,
of Land Have Been Located
tember 3.
Under Mineral Claims.
PRICE OF LANDS ARE SOARING GOV.

EVENING

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

50
Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all pans
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso It outhet'rn.
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Sat
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At 8nta
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
. B. ORIMSHAW.
W. H. ANDREWS.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. jlgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
A. b. QRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

after dinner?
Tongue coated? Hitter taste? Complexion sail w? Liver needs waking up.
loaii's Regulets cure bilious at'acks.
L'5 cents at any drug store.
o
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
Imperial Laundry Co.
Hill us? Feel heavy

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

EVENING

CITIZEN

AND

GET THE NEWS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

A

HOUSEHOLD

freight bill discovered that the railroad's charge to St. John was 2o
cents because the goods were going
through to Hermuda.
"It was seen that he could ship his
crockery through
St.
John and a
thousand miles over the Atlantic to
Iterniuda and back again to St. John
for less money than If It was shipped
for less money than If It was shipped
no further than St. Jthn in the first
place."

NECESSITY

During the summer months Is
a good refrigerator, one that
things, and
really preserve
does not require much Ice,
either. AH these, and other essentials, are found in the
V

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

REFRIGERATORS.

f

Can and let us show you Its
advantages.

jj

J.

D.EMMONS

The FURNITURE MAN
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

EVEN

years hns been under 3 per cent per
annum, f 157,i.i0,fiU0 by the ndvance
of the value of the property. A profit
of $157.ouo,OiMi on an original outlay
eight years ago of $o3,000,0oo is about
Sou per cent, or at the rate of about
37
per cent a year, in addition tJ
the dividends. Topeka Capital.

GRASSHOPPERS

THE

J.

IS

A. MORRIS

Both 'phones.

A JAYHAWKER

CITIZEN.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1002.
The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
the 8th instant, in reference to Policy No.
aDd will be glad to have your cheque for
the cash value as stated, amounting to Nineteen Thousand Three Hundred and Sity-nin- e
Dollars ($ 19,369) on the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your policy.
.

Hlb-oar-

MEN

Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.

(Homestead Entry No. C2C3.)
Department of the InJ jrlor, Land Office at Santa Fe, Jew Mexico, July

ONE NIGH7

o

LHig 41 Route 41

EXCELLENT SHOWING
MADE

BY

SANTA

her parlors,

.

. MALL,

Machine Works

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; laafUan.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columni and Iron Frost tor
Buildings.
Ropmlro on Mining and mill Machlnory a Bpoolmlty
Foundry east tide of railroad track.
Alkqera.ae, M. K.

No.

SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low'Prices

KILLthe

and

CURE

couch
thi LUNCS

""Dr.IUng's
Nov; Discovory
Pries
60c a $1.00

FONSUMPTION
0UGH8 and
iOLDS

'

Free Trial.

Surest and ttuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

WEDDING

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

j j

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Whips,
DuBters,
Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caea paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
408 WEST

SCREEN TIME

PAINTS,

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3S

Thos. F. Keleher

LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

a

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN8

WOOL

with Mauger A Avery, Boston

INSURANCE,

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

MILL

MAUGER

W. E.

B. A, SLEYSTER

Salt Meats.

THE CELEBRATED

j

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

KXXX3COCOCOCOOCOOCXXXX)CO

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Steam Sausage Factory.
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

Office, 115 North

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
TOTI a OR API
line and gas stoves repaired.
In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Oraln and Fuel.
Third street.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llquore
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.

Bottled In Bond.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

0. W. Strong's Sons
, 8TRONQ

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

A. E. WALKER.

BLOCK.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building laeoel
at 217 West RallroM

tlon. Office
avenue.

M.

MELINI & EAKIN

M. STONE,

Located on the Belen

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Bants Barbara Cemeteries.

Sole Agents.

Albuquarqua,

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second

1

St. Bota Phone.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

i

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, iM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Wiu
ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

IS EST

3H5 IBS ILn

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

6

Santa

re

Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Belen. is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
O!

l.eto bnsineei and resld?&ce lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with rod 80 and
streets, with alleys
tli,W0; churches, Commercial club: a population of 1,600 lsisbltants; largest mercantile establishments
iMisaranta. etc. Belen Is the larc.s; shlnping point for wcol, Bour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
70-fo-

FE

August, 1MS, eight, years ago,
Santa Fe preferred stock was selling
at 34'i anil rimniKin at 13'. The
entire common stock at that price
cost 13.7uii,0ini, and the preferred
cost a fraction over $3.iu
, or In
all I.Vi.Oiio.oiio.
Yesterday Santa Fe common sold
at 93 4 and preferred at lnij. and
tne entire stock at those prices is
worth, for common, $'.i.",t0ii,oiio and
for preferred, $1 15,oimi.(ioO. or in all
aJJUu .tiuo. Thus "the road, or s'lxk- holders hanging on to their stock for
these eight years, hae made iu addi
tion to the profit from dividends
which President Ripley says for ten

Foundry and

Albuquerque

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Nuptials.

of the Winslow Methodist church, per
formed tne ceremony. WTien asked
why he slipped off to ihe quiet town
of Winslow t; have the nuptial knot
tied, Mr. Livingston explained tnat he
did it to escape a quarter, of Albu
querque railroad boys wn'o were laying
for him. That s what one gets for
being popinar. Mr. and Mrs. Livingston are at home to their friends at
tina South Second Mreel.

M

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

The "Knickerbocker Special"

OOjLIIEI UFO

Livingston-Rous-

.,'

avenue. Is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treatM
ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
bunlonB and Ingrowing
nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
General "Building Supplies
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Both Phones
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
Third and Marquettt
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of these preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for tr. Ument
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
We have received a car load of L Ightnlng presses and In order to sell
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
and massage
us and car load 'relght.

j

One day last week mere occurred in
Winslow, Arizona, the marriage ot
Samuel Livingston, one of the most
popular young ingineers on the Allni- quf riif- - uihiow uiviMoii aiii .Miss
Odle Roush. slater of Engint-eJ. A
Roush, of this city. Rev. Wnitfield

U, VUI. VU

Albuquerque Carriage Co

Auto. Phone 730

Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West Railroad

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

D

No. 8.

1,

of skilled men and Is equipped wlthv
an necessary apipuances lor aoing me nignest grade of repairing, np-noisiiTing, iniuming ana painting. King up, write or call.

Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.

COLORADO

J.

u.

0-'000.

Hol-com-

j

tn .nrlnn , n

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Illinois Central R.R.

i

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means ot defective
material or workmanhip will be made rood
without expense to the
owner, lrrespectlTe et.
tlm nf isnrtrn Ttila

CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

d

RAn-ROA-

fullv protects vou as to nualltv. At
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is in the hand

Very respectfully yours,
JOHN WANAMAKER.

ne

o

Guarantee

15,-46- 0,

Signed)
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This Strong

-

WILL TRY TO MAKE
17, 1906.
ARE WESTWARD BOUND
THE LAW BURDENSOME
Notice Is hereby given that the folJ. W. Kendriek. second vice presi
Passenger
various
officials
of
the
It has leaketl out that even the
Santa FG railroad, accom lowing named settler has filed notice
of
the
dent
s, says an exchange, are studying panied by Wkilker D. Hines, the new-l- v of his lntantion to make final proof
grasshoppers know fhat C. A. ...orris,
his claim, end that said
appointed general counsel, with In support
chief engineer of the coast lines, iStne new Hepburn rate law withde-e- a
11 of interest. They are af- - office In New York city, reached To proof will beoi made before the probate
a Jayhawker.. llecem-- y while testing
ascertaining
will
It
how
of
peka August 3 en route to the Pacific clerk at Albuquerque, New -- iexlco, on
of the new track automobiles Just j'rous
September 6, 1906, tiz.:
tmi
nnt Into sprv ro i.n the KSnta Ft.- for 11 ' L. l" ,r ueiJuruuruu m c.n, they
coast.
tlculr.
of
Some
them
think
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of AlbuMr. Kendriek is going west on regtrack inspection, Mr. rlibbard and Mr. have discovered In It the entire aboular company business and Mr. Hines, querque, Bernalillo county, New MexMorris were spinning along In the
excurcheap
low
of
lition
rates and
SE4, Section 10;
never having been over the Santa Fe ico, for the NE
The
western part of the territory.
sions of every kind. They claim that lines, Is making the trip to become NW14 SW, Section 11, Township 10
track being inspected lay along the under
It
will
the terms of the new law
better acquainted with the proper- north, Range 6 east.
San Jose river valley and the Kansas
He names the following witnesses
pests were thick. They were thick on be impracticable for the railwaysspe-to ties of the company which he reprerates for short trips and
to prove his continuous residence upon
sents In a legal capacity.
the track and rose in swarms as the reduce
now
as
done. These
is
E. Hurley, general manager, met and cultivation of said land, viz.
car rushed through fnem. Many of cial excursions,
rates might clearly be brought Mr.J. Kendriek In Chicago and accomPilar TruJIllo, Francisco Olguln, Da- them would raise up and fall back special
disprohibiting
provisions
within
the
rlo
Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, all of
City
also
panied
him
Kansas
and
to
occupants
is
car,
the
on the
of
that
many of them settled on Mr. Morris. criminations of any kind, it Is claim- on a side trip from Kansas City Carpenter, New Mexico.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
southeastern Kansas to Coffeyville.
Why they should ehow so mucTi affec- ed.
Register.
The party reached Topeka this morntion for Mr. Morris troubfea Mr.
EVERY CAR TURNS OVER.
ing and left soon after, going west.
not little, lie couldn't figure it
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
superintendent,
out for a. long time. Finally Mr. Mor- Eight Slightly Injured In Santa Fe F. C. Fox,' general
accompanied the party from Topeka. to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
WrecK.
ris said: "These grasshoppers remind
Co.
Topeka State Journal.
Wichita, Kas., Aug. 7. East bound
me of when I was railroading in ian-sa- s
m
in '76.'' Mr. Hlbbard had suspect- Santa Fe passenger train No. IS was
OF
ed as much, and after this statement wrecked near Sawyer, Kas., as the SERIOUS ILLNESS
ONE OF MOORE" BROS.
he was certain of It. The grasshop- result of spreading rails. The entire
telegram last Saturday
A Chicago
pers knew that Mr.
was from train with the exception of the engine
deep depression had been
and tender turned over. Eight per said 1hatamong
Kansas.
THE SHORT LINE
the friends of James
sons were slightly injured, but none caused
FROM
Hobart Moore, whose nervous break
John Sebastian, passenger traffic seriously. The train was in charge down
has removed for a time from the
b
manager of the Rock Island-Friscof Conductor Wright.
Samuel
was the only passenger sus world of finance one of its most striklines, who has been abroad with comfigures. At Glen
missioner of Immigration Schmidt, es- taining broken bones. His thumb ing and spectacular
Springs, Coio., where lie Is being
tablishing immigration agencies in and a bone In the right hand were wood
To
Traffic on the Englewood given cave baths, the utmost secrecy
feurope, will sail for America August broken.
10 and arrive in New York August 17. branch, where the wreck happened, has been preserved nv his physician
has been tied up since. Passengers, and a corps of carefully selected at- St, Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
who arrived with Mr. Moore
Frank C. Smith, formerly superin- mail and express are being trans- tendants
his brother, William II. Moore, in
tendent of the western division of the ferred around the wreck. Several and
a private car last Saturday. The reAND THE NORTHWEST.
Koek Island, and laier generl su- hundred feet of track la torn up.
ports received by his friends have
perintendent of the Colorado Springs
only added to the gloom caused when
& Cripple Creek District railway, has ANOTHER
FOR NEW MEXICO news of his condition was first receiv- been ' appointed
assistant general
from Lake Geneva, Wis., his sum
manager of the San Antonio & Aran- - The Santa Fe, Libera & Englewood ed
me.r home. NoTmnrovement ta Kbnu-eas Pass railroad in Texas.
Lme to be Extended From Ok'
No one is permitted to see him except
lahoma to Raton.
nls physicians, nurses, attendants and
A Dallas telegram says that the
the
memliers of his Immediate iamlly.
Western Union Telegraph company
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
7.
Aug.
A territorGuthrie, Okla.,
The Moore "brothers are the conhas refused to pay lis state tax under ial charter baa been Issued to the
trolling
island-Friscfactors
In
althe Rock
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
the Kennedy gross receipt law,
Fe, IJberal & Englewood railproperties and otner lines in
general Santa
though the Texas attorney
company of Raton, N. M., with the southwest.
road
DUBUQUE,
GALENA,
WATERLOO,
comheld that it should do so. The
million dollars capital stock. It
pany claims that It Is subject to a tax six
proposes to build a line from Engle- ANNUAL MEETING
ROCKFORD."
FREEFORT,
OF EAGLES.
under the Williams tangible asset law wood, Kas., to Des Moines, N. M.,
and declines to pay under both the passing through Beaver county, Okla Annual Session, Grand
The
train service to the above
Aerie, Fra- points; finest
intangible and gross receipts laws.
also to New Orleans, Memhoma. The incorporators are Frank
ternal Order of Eagle,, Milwauphis, Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
E. Jennison of New York; Jesse G.
kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
EARLY PROMOTION IN
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; JackRAILWAY SERVICE Northcutt and A. Wlatson McHendrie
For tne above occasion the Santa sonville, Fla., and ell other points In
Colo.; John Morrow and
Frank C. n.ciny. who has been as of Trinidad,
D. Ueb, of Raton, N. M., with Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for the south and southeast.
Thomas
agent
of
general
freight
the
sistant
$47.10 for the round trip. Tickets on
Chicago & Eastern Illinois railroad J. H. Albright of Hooker, as Okla- sale August
Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
11, 12 and 13, 190C. Final
agent.
homa
St.
El
The
Louis,
Reno
freight
general
appointed
has been
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
agent of that road, succeeding S. J. & Wesetern railroad filed notice of limit, August 23.
JAMES CULTON,
T. E. PUItDY,
Cook, who has resigned. Mr. Reilly is Its decrease in capital stock from
Agent A. T., & S. F. Hy.
Commercial Agt
probably the youngest man in the $1,240,000 to $970,000.
country to Hold as high a position In ILLUSTRATIONS OF HOW
the railroad world. He was born
SOME RATES ARE MADE
April 20, 1870, and entered railroad
President Stickney has said that
years
old. the railroads usually make
service as a clerk when 17
their rates
He has been assistant general frelg.n at whatever the traffic will bear and
Illi&
agent of the Chicago
Eastern
regardless of distance or the rates on
nois for two years.
a corresponding class of traffic. A
striking example of the unfairness of
To Visit Dawson Coal Field.
rntp makino. hau Loon
Secretary J. this nmnnfrby of
Governor Hagerman,
Hardware and Metal,
W. Raynolds and Attorney General unearthed
W. C. Reid will start August 12 for a which in its last Issue says:
shipper long since
Is a solid Standard Pullman Electric Lighted train with Ladles'
tour on the line of the El Paso & has"The average
Maid. Stenographer, Barber, Bath, and Valet Service, ST. IvOUIS to
to evince surprise at any- - j
Southwestern railway and for a visit thingceased
a railroad might do or charge.
NEW YORK, leaving ST. LOUIS at 1 p. m., and runs every day In
to the Dawson coal camps In Colfax
tne snipper occasionally runs
the year via the BIG FOUR ROUTE.
county. They go by invitation of still
across such flagrant examples of
S.
Manager
H.
of
Simmons,
General
The "ONLY TRAIN" from the S'OUTHWEST that enters the
wrongheadedness as to excite his In- City of New York without transfer.
the El Paso & Southwestern railroad terest if not his surprise.
company and of Superintendent E. C.
Such a case was recently brought
Other trains leave St. Louts 8:17 a. m., 12 m., and 11:25 p. m.
Carpenter of the Dawson coal mines. to the
of Hardware and Metal.
If you are going "EAST" write
The party will visit Dawson. Tucum-car- l, A largenotice
has been accustomed
Santa Rosa, Alamogordo, Cloud-cro- ft to send shipper
quantities
from
and other points. The trip will Hamilton, Ont., to ofSt. crockery
John, N. B.,
be made in General Manager Sim- paying
C2 cents a hundred pounds. A
Travllng Pasttngtr Agant, Dallas, Taxas,
mons' private car and will take a short time ago he
had
occasion
to'
who will give you the low summer tourist rates now In effect.
week. New Mexican.
send a shipment of the same class
The special bearing Second Vice to Hamilton. Bermuda. nn,l on his
President. Kendriek, General Counsel
Hines. General Superinfendent hlbbard and Division Superintendent Gibson made up of private cars Nos. 411,
10, 3 and 4, left for the west this
morning shortly after S o'clock. General Manager Hurley and the other
main line otneials, who came to the
city yesterday with Vice President
Kendriek, returned east, last uTfcnt,
leaving the local station as second

Ki
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EXCELLENT EFFECTS
OF PROSPEROUS TIMES
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
system showed for the fiscal year an
Increase or over $7,000,000 In gross
business. This was equal to a gain
of 16 per cent and beyond the average percentage
of gain. The net
made even a better exhibit, with an
Increase of 27 per cent, er $3,153,589.
The Frisco lines did not do relatively
quite so well. For the fiscal year the
gain in gross was 9.3 per cent, or
$3,5!)3,t'.n2.
The gain In net earnings
was $1,418,784. or 11.3 per cent. The
gain made by both systems, controlled by the Rock Island company, was
over $10,000,000 in gross and over
$4.r,oo,ooo in net.
The statement of the Atchison for
the fiscal year was better In the matter of percentage of gain In net than
the Rock Island, though not so goeid
In gross.
The Increase in the latter!
was 14 per cent, and In the net 30
per cent. The gross business was
$78,044,347 and the net $29,540,820.
GOLD COLLAR
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EXPHES9. MAIL ANP KREIQHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

the center of the elty, well graded, (many
r.ora barest sbop, etc. etc. Also a

of them lmprored by

flrst-elas-
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cultlfatlon);

public park and grand old eaade trees; aublls school aoass. eosv
16 barrels dally; large winery; three artels.
Its importance an a grat commercial raIUved city In the near future cannot ke estimated,

20 feet wide, with beautiful
In New Mexico; the Belen

New Mexico.
GO OVER

no sand or
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JOHN BECKER, President'!
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WM..M, BERGER, Secretary
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tailor stop, shoe hoase Jeweler, planning shop, plaalra

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE
WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE The CHOICEST LOTS TO
cvrj

WET.

DEEDS.

mm..

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL. AND

EVENING CITIZEN.

gollst for New Mexico and Arizona, Is
hero helping the workers of the
church In their money raising cam
paign. Rev. Hell continues to draw-largcrowds to the revival, which
is In progress at the Mount Olive Baptist church.
Miss Marjorie Galloway, daughter
of Mrs. Artie Galloway, of Silver
City, arrived this morning from San
Marclal. to loin her sister, who is
conducting the Elite rooming house.
Miss Marjorie has been the guest of
Mrs. Mudge at San Marclal the past
week.
W. n. VV.od, county clerk of . avajo
county, and HilbrooK agent for the
Postal Telegraph company, is in the
city for the purpose of installing in
the local Indian school, the son or
C. E. Cooley, a stock raiser of Arizona, who has a Navajo squaw for a
e

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Partly cloudy tonight and Wednes
day, with local thunder storms in tne
orth and east portion.

Canvas Shoes For
Everybody
IXX)KING,

DAINTY
TING,

liunlng

Kn--

Is

In

the city from

Los Lunas.
Max Khrlich. the attorney

1'ISIIFECT

at

law

is

reported seriously III.
Miss Annie Altken of Mora. N. M
is spending a few days In the city.
At 4 o'clock this afternoon all pas
sensor trains wire rep rten on time.
Harrv V Kellv. of Gross. Kelly &
company. Is registered ai me Aiva- rado.
James Graliani McXiiry, editor of
Vegas Optic, Is registered at
the
the Alvarado.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Jaranilllo of
in the city today,
Torreon, N.
visiting with menus.
Ir. J. Ii Kraft, the dtntlst, returnM
to the city today from a pleasure trip
to Chicago and New York.
Mrs. H. S. Willey and daughter,
or
Miss Elizabeth, are the guests
Santa Fe friends for the week.
Joe Sheridan Is doing some account- ng worn tor
a. anera, treasurer
and collector for Sandoval county.
'
H .B. Mining, city editor of the
Morning Journal, returned this morning from a pleasure trip south and
east.
Miss Agnes Seis has returned to her
home at Islet a, a'.lttr a pleasant, visit
Mrs.
n the city with her
sister.

FIT- -

Will J- - WEARING AND SO
RICED THAT TO BUY A

PAIR IS I.IKE FINDING MONEY.
THEY ARE Tlfh COOLEoT PROP-

On Display and Sale This Week Only

00 Dozen Neckties

Bought by Simon Stern in New York City last week

And conceded by him to be the rarest bargain in
ties he has ever bought. The lot includes values
as high as $J.00. All the patterns are new and
all the styles the very latest. These four in hand
t
ties on sale now at

wife.
Mrs. Minnie

Barnes, who Is spending several weeks in the city demon
strating the uses to which St. Charles
OSITION ON THE ..MARKET.
cream may be put in cooking, is holding forth in the F. F. Trotter grocery
On Friday Mrs.
store this week.
Barnes will move to the Highland
grocery.
has
department
The city street
been busy all day filling up the water
Canvas
Women's White
holes made by last night's heavy rain.
$1.50
Oxfords
Dirt and gravel were being hauled
throughout the day from the mesa
OxWomen's White Duck
and dumped in tne streets ami imii2.00
fords
which will verv effectually fill them
up until the next rain comes.
Women's Gray Oxfords and
"Ten Nights In a Bur Room" was
Shoes
the bill at the Casino last evening, a
White Can van
small audience, owing to the rain, beChildren's
ing present. The bill is well present
$1.10 1.25
Oxfords
ed. Uttle Trixie. as Mary ' Morgan,
snisBnevKKav
scoring an individual hit, as did
others In the cast. The bill will be
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
presented tonight and tomorrow night.
There was an especially targe meetWhen purchased at F. F. Trotter'
ing of the Fraternal Brotherhood last
evening, at which time Supreme Presigrocery store, are sure to bring the Hrown.
California limited was three dent James A. Foshay was present
The
right flaror to all dishes Into which hours late today on account of being and made a short address to Ithe
in Brotherhood. Suprtme President Fos-uathey enter. This Is because we al delayed by a freight derailment
left today lor Raton, where he
ways procure the best manufactured Colorado.
t
with the Fraternal Brother
superintendent
I).
Montgomery,
It.
We Hnd out first what brands are re of time service for the Santa Fe, with hood lodge there tonlglit, continuing
liable and personally guarantee them headquarters at Topeka, Is registered on tomorrow to Canada, where he
goes to attend the meeting oT the Naat the Alvarado.
Fraternal congress.
tional
inspector
for
Manyard,
Y.
watch
T.
Hagerman has Issued an
Governor
on
divis
the Rio Grande
the Santa Fe
ion, returned this morning from a unconditional pardon to Garland Livingston, of Eddy county, restoring him
business trip to El Paso.
Livingston was (
Dr. John F. Pearce left on the flyer to full citizenship.
years
L,os Angeles for a week's sent up for two and one-ha- lf
No. 118 and 120 South Second street today
"the pardon
visit to his wife and Daughter, who for stealing a horse, and
was Issued before he was Incarcerare spending the summer there.
ated in the penitentiary, the reasons
Sil
D.
Murray, president of the
W.
given in the pardon document being
T. Y. MAYNARD
ver City National bank, came down as follows: "Because in a review of
GEO. W. HICKOX.
from Santa Fe, last night, and is the case by the supreme court, two
spending the day in Albuquerque.
Judges dissented and three assented;
TO
TIME
THE
a because a petition signed by many
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE
Mrs. Motor Llneville purchased
ticket at the local olfice this morning Eddy county citizens and by eight of
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSfor Chicago. Mrs. Lineville is on her the twelve jurors who found LivingEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
way to visit her old home in
ston guilty, recommending his parARB
CARE
OUR
TO
ENTRUSTED
WATCHES
FOR THE CLOCK.
don;
because the presiding judge nnd
OUT
FROM
WOivK
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON
No. 22 was three hours late prosecuting attorney said a pardon
Train
TRY US.
this morning, because It had to wait would be satisfactory to them; beOF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WA
at Rincon for the Silver City train. cause previous to the present charge.
which was delayed by the heavy rain Livingston had borne a good reputa
Hickox-Maynar- d
tion.
of last night.
Mrs. H. S. Lutz and children, formA pair of new laces will improve the
erly of Albuquerque, but late of Santa
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
Fe, have gone to Berkeley, Cal., to looks of your shoes wonderfully
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
join Mr. Lutz, who Is Berkeley agent Black, white or tan from 2 to 25c a
THE ARCH FRONT.
pair. C. May s shoe store, 314 West
the Santa Fe.
HaMHaHaaHaHBaaaaHHBaBIBBBaHSSBSHSSBSaBBSBB forDon
Railroad avenue.
Trinidad Romero, of Estancia,
returned home this morning, accomAPPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
panied by his daughter, Mrs. Romero, CORE1
TREES FOR SALE. N. W
wife of Dr. F. B. Romero, of the N.
LGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST,
I
jj T. Armijo building.
LBUQUERQUE.
The Fraternal Order of Eagles will
meet tonight. There will be initia-toin- s
"THE SPECIAL SALE THAT
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
and an extra lunch. Vi.sliiug
COUNTS."
brothers are invited and there Is said
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
"something doing."
be
to
II John Burk, an employe of the
ash Clearance Sale oegins Thursday.
11
'
company, and a brother of August Dtn. Great bargains to be had
r
Women s
Gar
Judge W. S. Burk of this city, has
ad
gone to the Jemez Hot Springs for an ments. Read our large two-pagthis paper tomorrow and see the
outing of a couple of weeks.
bargains In Women's Suits, Skirts and
Mrs. Bailey Nowell Is enjoying a Waisis.
Connor,
J.
P.
visit from her father,
HARDWARE.
Money Talks.
who is In the city from Santa Fe. Mr.
way
Socorro,
to
Conner is on his
LBUQULHQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
where he is called by mining
118 West Gold Avenue.
Enter the competitive high score
SADDLES
t rlzes awarued August 20
Dr. U G. Rice, recently of New York contest,
City, has opened offices In the Baruett to highest rollers.
CHINA
building-- .
Dr. Rice is a graduate of
The Martha Society of the Luth
University, and for two
Cornell
the
GLASSWARE
hold their coffee at
years was an interne at the Belie-vu- e eran church will
the home of Mrs. Stripe, 336 South
hospital.
Broadway, on Wednesday afternoon
A
PLUMBING
Mrs. Oscar Goebel of Belen, is
"The Store That Does Things."
metropolis,
spending the day in the
TINNING
Our Cash Clearance
Sale begins
visiting aud shopping.
Mrs. Goebel
If you want
is accompanied by her youngest son Thursday, August 9th.
who is having his eyes treated by a genuine bargains l:i silks, dress goods,
linens, wash goods, etc., why come to
local specialist.
this sale. You will not be disappointthe
present
at
A large crowd was
ed at the Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
Elks' ball room last evening at the
or
opening of the skating rink. An
The proper place to spend your af
chestra furnished music, and after tne ternoons and evenings, The Skating
skating session dancing was indulged Rink, Second floor of Elks' building.
o
in. The rink will be open every at
GO,
ternoon and evening henceforth.
THE MAZE.
The new residence of Victor Sals,
75c to 85c
robes
being erected at the corner of Eighth Lap
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
Buggy whips
10c to 65c
being
street and New York avenue, is
luc
Harness oil
nushed to completion as rapidly as Harness dressing
25c
possible. The structure, when finish Carriage top dressng
25c
ed. will have cost $5,000, and will be Boston coach oil
20c and 35c
of brick, with a cement foundation.
THE
20c
Hoof oil
05c
There will be big doings on Frl Coil leather washers
25c
day night at the .storeroom on Gold Quart bottle linseed oil
avenue recently vacted by the won Gallon can Ruddy Harvester oil.. 70c
grease
Z&c
cans of carriage
arch grocery store. The congregation
$1.65
of the Mount Olive Baptist church is Steel wagon Jacks
RAILROAD AVE.
going to have a barbecue there for
THE MAZE.
the uurnose of raising money with
Diamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
Wm. Kleke, Prop.
debts,
pay
church's
the
off
to
which
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
and Rev. J. B. Bell, missionary evan
HOF
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
AT THE
BRAU, ON DRAUGHT,
WHITE ELEPHANT.
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String Ties worth
25c each 2 For

Bow Ties

&

will-visi-

IBM

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

F. F. TROTTER

f- -r

I

Ttc

I

Raafee & Mattge?

1

IB North first Street, between Railroad and Copper
Colorado, Black 101

Automatic Phone B46

HARDWARE

Hardware, Ranch Supplies, Crockery
We have made a large purchase of a superior

GO.

grade of Enamelware, including the largest
line and variety of Preserving Pots and Kettles

p

Ready-to-Wea-

e

I

HARNESS

ALBUQUERQUE

mm

Diamond' Palace

SI. CO

Boys' Khaki Sailor Suits Just the thing
for vacation only 75c. Worth $1.50

CALL AND SEE THEM
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

m.

C2B

t

"'

Boys' Wash Suits Only

Weet Cold

L

Agents for Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

HARDWARE

The Last Week of Our
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

19

I

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

1

NEW PRICES

NEW GOODS

NEW STORE

A NEW SHOW

EVERY WEEK.

Manager Davis, of the Penny Par
lor, 216V4 South Second street, an
nounces a change or program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whole show for a
penny.

401, 403 NorthlFirst Street

U3, ft 5, 117 South First Sireet

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
.

XXXXXXXXXXX-XXxXXXxx-

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

&

H
M

COMFANY

Sole Agents tor the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES

Sealed bids will be received by the
manager of the Territorial Fair at hU
oBlce, Room 11, Grant block, up to and
including August 15th, for all concessions mid privileges, both at the fair
grounds and the new town. This Includes bar privileges at fair grounds.
P. F. McCANNA.
Manager.
Admission free afternoons; evenings
15 cents, at Skating Rink.
o

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
ROUGH DRY,
We do it right.
Co.
Imperial
TICKETS

2Z .
Second

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Annotation Office
Transactions
Guarantied

ROSMFIEID'S,

1

18 W. R. R. At), i

coooccoococoo

See Display
1IT
'

CoinjtAjInienl

ff

OurWindow
215 West Rallroao Avenue

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,
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